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ETHICS IN FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY: THE EVALUATION
OF THE FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGIST AS AN
EXPERT WITNESS
Brent D. Benzing, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 1999
Within the last two decades technological advancement has enabled the foren
sic sciences to become much more highly complex and has provided the legal system
with a specialized means of interpreting scientific evidence. In this regard, the
forensic anthropologist has seen an increasing amount of time spent as an expert
witness in judicial proceedings. However, expert courtroom testimony requires that a
scientific witness be knowledgeable, accredited, and ethical in his representation of
the discipline.

This thesis studies the state of ethics among Diplomates in the

American Board of Forensic Anthropology.
A survey was designed and sent to Diplomates of the A.B.F.A. to uncover
both individual, as well as disciplinary standards, as they relate to ethical issues and
the level of ethical dialogue among forensic anthropologists.

The survey and

subsequent research has illustrated that forensic anthropologists generally lack formal
education and experience concerning applied ethics and ethical issues. In addition,
the field is lacking individual motivation and the critical dialogue needed to both
provide guidelines for dealing with ethical issues, and to keep the courts abreast of
the capabilities of forensic anthropology.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
On 25 February, 1983, eleven-year old Jeanine Nicarico was abducted from
her home in Naperville, Illinois. A few days later her body was found, sexually
assaulted and brutally murdered, along the Prairie Path in neighboring Dupage
County. An emotional outcry from the surrounding community to find and prosecute
the person or persons responsible was immediate, and incredible pressure was leveled
towards local law enforcement. Amidst this pressure the Dupage County Sheriffs
Department, acting on a tip, arrested a local man named Stephen Buckley. Although
there was scant physical evidence, a boot print left on the Nicarico's door that the
perpetrator presumably left when breaking into the house, became a pivotal piece of
evidence. Buckley denied any involvement or knowledge of the crime, and even
before being taken into custody he voluntarily turned over his own boots to law
enforcement officials for forensic testing.
The Dupage County prosecution team employed forensic anthropologist Dr.
Louise Robbins, who subsequently matched the boots of Buckley with that of the
print left upon the Nicarico's door. Interestingly, Robbins' claim came in direct con
trast to three previous opinions offered by forensic experts who were initially
employed by the prosecution. These included the head of the identification section
for the Dupage County Crime Lab, an identification expert from the Illinois
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Department of Law Enforcement Crime Lab, and an identification expert from the
Kansas Bureau of Identification Crime Lab. The latter three experts, specifically
trained to evaluate and analyze evidence like that in question, all failed to definitively
match Buckley's boots to that of the print left at the crime scene. In addition, subse
quent evidence came to light that further appeared to exonerate Buckley. First, wit
nesses reported seeing a man leaving the initial crime scene around the time the
abduction occurred whose likeness was quite dissimilar to that of Buckley.
Secondly, the police informant who initially fingered Buckley and gave law enforce
ment their "tip" was known to be mentally incompetent, an alcoholic, and a drug
abuser. Not only was his testimony unreliable, he was later found to have been com
pensated for his "cooperation." Finally, and what should have been most detrimental
to the prosecution's case, was the arrest of a man named Brian Dugan who had been
charged with several sexual assaults and the rape and murder of a seven-year old girl
in neighboring Kane County. Although largely ignored by the Dupage prosecution,
the circumstances surrounding Dugan's cases matched closely with that of the
Nicarico murder. If that wasn't enough, Dugan actually confessed to both the murder
ofNicarico and another female shortly after being taken into custody. However, Dr.
Robbins' testimony, evidently based upon her expertise in physical anthropology,
provided the "smoking gun" with which the Dupage prosecution continued to hold
Mr. Buckley accountable for the Nicarico murder (see Buckley v. Fitzsimmons,
1994). Even in light of solid evidence to the contrary, Mr. Buckley was faced with
the real possibility of being convicted of a crime he did not commit.
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The above case is not especially peculiar. In fact, many similar cases are pro
bably enacted everyday within American courtrooms. There is one aspect of this
case, however, which makes its analysis of paramount concern for the anthropo
logical community. Although the case against Buckley was largely the result of an
incredibly incompetent police investigation, the breach of ethics that should be of
interest to the forensic science community involved the so-called "expert" testimony
of a forensic anthropologist. In fact, the sole piece of "evidence" which became the

'

prosecutor's number one weapon and that ultimately enabled law enforcement offi
cials to detain Mr. Buckley, was based upon the expert opinion of Dr. Robbins. The
anthropologist in question chose to employ unqualified and largely unproven scienti
fic methodology in a court of law.
Forensic anthropology is the application of biological, or physical anthro
pology to the law. Physical anthropology seeks to understand the significance of
human variation and change throughout time, and in so doing, must often rely on fos
silized evidence to explain evolutionary relationships (Jolly & Plog, 1986). Since
bones are almost exclusively the only material fossilized, physical anthropology is
inextricably interwoven with skeletal biology.

Although forensic anthropology is

broadening its research and applied scopes (as Snow, 1982, has urged), it must
remain tied to the human skeletal system, at least on some basic level, to be called
forensic anthropology.

Numerous researchers have undertaken studies involving

attempts to identify individuals based solely upon foot or shoe/boot print evidence
(Laskowski & Kyle, 1988) and many physical anthropologists accept that there is a
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relation between foot size and stature (Giles & Vallandigham, 1991). However, there
have been no clear results which enable researchers to consistently identify an indi
vidual, to the exclusion of the rest of the population, based solely upon foot or shoe/
boot print evidence. The testimony of a court accepted scientist can carry with it
incredible influence, as was true of Dr. Robbins in the Buckley case. The court chose
to accept Dr. Robbins as a forensic expert based upon her scientific "expertise" in the
area of footprint analysis, although this type of procedure was not and still is not a
generally accepted practice within forensic anthropology.
According to Galloway, Birkby, Kahana, and Fulginiti (1990) and others
(Bass & Driscoll 1983; Reichs 1998; Wienker & Rhine 1989), the caseload of
forensic anthropologists has increased drastically within the past two decades. Vast
advances in forensic technology have made the acceptance and use of scientifically
specialized fields more prominent in American courts. Many recent sensationalized
court cases, such as those of Jeffrey Dahmer and Orenthal James Simpson, have illu
strated this point all too well. Those specialized technological advances ensure that
forensic anthropology will continue to see a drastic increase in the employment of its
practitioners as "expert witnesses" within courtroom proceedings (Moenssens, Inbau,
& Starrs, 1995). Although many analyses done by forensic anthropologists are sub
sumed in the reports of forensic pathologists (Moenssens et al., 1995), the judicial
system is becoming more familiar with anthropologists as forensic experts.
Forensic anthropology defined "is applied osteology and the application of
techniques of skeletal analysis within the legal contexf' (Galloway & Simmons
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1997:796). In this way, science then becomes banded to the judicial process, and is
relegated to operate within its confines. The legal system often functions under stan
dards different than those familiarly held in academia or science (Reid, 1980). As
forensic anthropologists continue to become forces in the judicial system, they need
to be well aware of not only the scientific ethics within everyday academia, but also
be aware of courtroom ethics and the ramifications of their testimony. When the
question of an individual's guilt or innocence is at hand, or the degree
• of liability of
certain businesses or companies as in such cases as mass disasters, a forensic anthro
pologist must be cognizant of the role of a forensic expert. The convergence of the
scientific and legal fields within the courtroom may pose areas unfamiliar to the
anthropologist, and therefore may become ethical liabilities to the discipline.
Additionally, the adversary system has shown itself to have problems in deal
ing with scientific issues within the legal arena. Judges and lawyers do not have the
specialized education to deal with, or even understand, complex scientific issues as
they arise within the court. For most of this decade America's courts used what
became known as the Frye rule to admit or deny scientific evidence within courtroom
proceedings. Frye v. United States was a 1923 court case which questioned whether
evidentiary techniques were "generally accepted" within their respective scientific
fields. However, more recent inquires have shown that the Frye rule is often unsuited
for dealing with new and increasingly complex scientific procedures. Although the
Supreme Court recently adopted a new standard for admitting scientific evidence in
court (see Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 1983), it still remains the duty
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of the forensic expert and of the profession to regulate and practice their discipline
appropriately.
With the latter points in mind, and as the introductory case seems to indicate,
an analysis of courtroom ethics of forensic anthropology and forensic anthropologists
is immediately required. Recent seminars, symposia, and academic meetings indicate
a new interest in ethics specifically, and how forensic anthropologists operate as
scientists. But the continuation of issues such as testifying outside of one's own area
of expertise, or becoming a "hired gun" or forensic "prostitute" within the judicial
system linger to plague forensic anthropology as a discipline, and the forensic sci
ences as a whole. In light of the continuing question of ethics in forensic anthro
pology, this thesis is an attempt to uncover and illuminate the current state of ethics
within the discipline, as it relates to the anthropologist as an expert witness in the
courtroom.
To set the stage for an analysis of ethics within forensic anthropology, one
must first define the term "ethics" and specifically state what it entails. Wading
through the quagmire of ethical meaning can be a laborious task, to say the least.
This thesis will ignore issues such as theoretical differences between ethics and
morality, or the inter-relatedness of the two. Instead, the use of a simplistic definition
of professional ethics will suffice to define ethics as appropriate for this research. On
this premise "ethics" defined is a group mentality, or a "group morality" (Schroeder
1976:748): a shared set of ideas about what constitutes right and wrong, good and
bad. In this case, the forensic sciences and specifically forensic anthropology as a
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whole determine "good" science from "bad" science. Although some have ques
tioned whether "good" science is the same as a "good" scientist (Nordby, 1997), for
the purposes of this thesis, a bad scientist will be defined as one who fails to meet the
standards set forth by the American Academy of Forensic Sciences (A.A.F.S.) Code
of Ethics and Conduct.

Since the American Board of Forensic Anthropology

(A.B.F.A.) has no published code of ethics for its members (Frank T. Saul, personal
communication, July 1998) the A.A.F.S. Code of Ethics and Conduct (see Appendix
A) must serve as a basis for ethical analysis in forensic anthropology.
With ethics defined, its history within the forensic sciences also provides
material with which to analyze and evaluate current ethical practice.

Since the

A.A.F.S. is the most prominent organization in the forensic community, it therefore
sets the standards by which the forensic sciences and its practitioners operate (Reichs,
1998). In this regard, uncovering the history of ethics within the organization will
provide valuable clues pertaining to general views of ethics, the formation of profes
sional ethical standards, as well as individual circumstances within each subsidiary
discipline of the A.A.F.S. Although the history of ethics in the forensic sciences will
only be briefly discussed, its analysis and inclusion in this thesis is essential for pro
viding new and fundamentally better avenues of ethical practice in today's ever
changing technological climate.
Since forensic anthropology is the marriage of biological anthropology to the
law, one must also evaluate the standards of the legal arena in which the forensic
anthropologist acts as an expert witness.

It may often be that the forensic
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anthropologist is not completely familiar with the adversary system, and in this
regard, may be pressured into areas or situations that are not appropriate for the sci
entific expert. Even if the forensic anthropologist is savvy to the judicial system,
pressure from either the prosecution or defense can make it difficult to remain impar
tial and unbiased (Garrison, 1991). As forensic anthropology is called upon with
increasing frequency to provide expert witness testimony, its practitioners need to be
fully aware of judicial discourse and the workings of the adversary system. A foren
sic anthropologist must also understand his or her role as amicus curiae, or more
literally, a friend of the court. Those who often work with only the defense or the

.

prosecution, "hired guns" (Galloway et al., 1990) are increasing the risks of breach
ing ethical boundaries. This distinction should force the expert witness out of a role
in determining guilt or innocence; such a role is more appropriately the purpose of
the court.
Perhaps the greatest way to justify the endeavor to uncover ethical conduct of
forensic anthropologists in the courtroom is best illustrated by providing case exam
ples where the forensic anthropologist has blatantly failed as a representative of the
discipline. Although there are many examples of unethical testimony or conduct by
experts from other similar disciplines (forensic pathology for instance), less publi
cized examples from forensic anthropology can be just as flagrant and irresponsible.
Besides the introductory case, two different Appellate court cases from Illinois illu
strate the further unethical testimony of the forensic anthropologist. In one case,

People v. Hebel, a well-known anthropologist was accepted as a court appointed
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expert witness for the prosecution in the analysis of photographic evidence contain
ing a human hand. The defendant had been charged with criminal sexual conduct
and had been found to possess pornographic pictures of children. One particular pic
ture documented the molestation of a young girl and included the hand of a male
adult. The anthropologist testified that numerous points of similarity between the
photograph and the defendant's hand indicated that they were likely the same.
Nowhere in forensic anthropology is the analysis of such photographs seen as a com
mon or generally accepted practice. The court however, accepted the testimony of
this "expert" based on his knowledge of forensic anthropology. Although the anthro
pologist in question likely meant no conscious misconduct, the testimony given was
outside his area of expertise, and was therefore a breach of professional ethics.
In similar fashion, another well-known anthropologist committed the same
mistake in People v. Columbo. In this highly publicized case, a young woman named
Patricia Columbo murdered her family with the help of her middle-aged lover. An
important piece of evidence involved distinctive glove prints on the rear trunk of the
victim's family car, which the prosecution contended came from Columbo's codefen
dant and lover, Frank DeLuca. The glove print was missing the index finger, as was
the defendant DeLuca. The forensic anthropologist here testified that the glove print
indeed came from an individual with a hand missing the index finger. Although
other telling evidence indicated both Columbo and DeLuca were most likely guilty,
the testimony of the anthropologist was unethical in that handprint research is not a
generally accepted "expertise" within forensic anthropology. In this regard, the court
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appointed forensic expert testified outside of his area of expertise, making claims
based on information that is not accepted in the discipline as normal practice.
Although the above cases are poignant examples of ethical dilemmas faced by
forensic anthropologists in the courtroom, it is still difficult to paint a true picture of
the state of ethics within the discipline based only upon documented court cases. In
fact, the number of cases available for analysis remain few. To gauge the true state
of ethics in forensic anthropology, evidence must come from within the discipline.
For this reason, a survey was sent to all the board certified members of the American
Board of Forensic Anthropology. The surveys were an attempt to illuminate ethics
based on a personal and academic level. The aforementioned survey posed questions
such as the level of ones own ethical instruction, the familiarity with the ethical pro
cess in forensic anthropology specifically, and in the A.A.F.S., as well as the question
of awareness of current ethical problems facing forensic anthropologists. The results
of these surveys have provided a valuable foundation with which to begin an analysis
of ethical structuring within the discipline.
Historically, ethics has been an area often-neglected in forensic anthropology.
Although somewhat of a new discipline in terms of its increasing use in the forensic
science arena, forensic anthropology has seemingly been delinquent in dealing with
its own ethical problems. Although this thesis is not an attempt to "fix" the problem,
it has however provided the impetus with which to mobilize the community of foren
sic anthropology into reevaluating the long neglected issue of ethics.

CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF ETHICS IN THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF FORENSIC SCIENCES
The topic of ethics has historically been an area of concern to scientists and

..

scholars from all walks of life. A review of the ethics section in any substantial
research institution or public library illustrates the voluminous writings which
researchers have devoted to the topic. In fact, as technology increases, and as such
changes the surrounding world, ethics, values, and social mores will continue to be a
contested area of human life.

For example, recent advances in medicineJ have

enabled doctors to clone certain mammals, provide previously infertile women with
multiple offspring, and transplant organs from human donors to needy recipients. All
the latter mentioned advances however, come with a price. Those very advances fre
quently become areas of scientific, political, or social debate by challenging previ
-., to do "right" or "wrong." The forensic sciences
ously held notions of what it means

are no different. The rapid expansion of technology and the paving of ways unattain
able by previous scientific methodology leave this burgeoning discipline no stranger
to ethical dilemma. Forensic anthropology and its practitioners, acting within the
realm of forensic science, are subject to the ethical code of the professional scientist.
In spite of the fact that this unwritten code is often based on personal morality, it is
relatively straightforward and its primary canons have changed little in the last cen
tury. However, the circumstances within which it interacts vary widely. At the
11
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source of those changing circumstances is not only advancing technology, but also
the ever-developing and complex legal arena. Although forensic anthropology has
seen its share of technological specialization, the topic of science as it relates to
ethics has been relatively ignored. It has been written that more knowledge has
become available in the last fifty years than in the previous five thousand. Perhaps in
the excitement generated by increasing scientific know-how, researchers have failed
to incorporate ethical considerations in their professional work. As an actor in this
scientific revolution, the forensic anthropologist must no more neglect issues of
ethics and instead give them due concern. To do this however, a clear picture of ethi
cal practice must be presented.
To begin this endeavor, ethics must be precisely defined. Although already
mentioned in the first chapter, a reiteration defining ethics is appropriate considering
that the topic can often be highly theoretical and difficult to standardize in terms of
application to different dilemmas. For the purpose of this thesis, ethics must be
defined in relation to the code of conduct that governs a professional group. Conduct
is judged as being "right" if it fits within the tenets, written or unwritten, describing
the moral principles of the profession (Kultgen, 1988). Being, or doing "wrong" is
simply acting or practicing outside of the guidelines set forth by the implicitly agreed
upon professional standards of the forensic sciences. In this way, professional con
duct is judged differently from a scientist's private or public life actions or choices.
As Schroeder (1976) describes it, ethics are simply group morality. In this way, the
ethical basis of the group consists of an implicitly agreed upon set of shared moral
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standards. By such a definition, the analysis of one's ethical conduct can be gauged
by comparing that conduct to the broader disciplinary standards. In the process of
standardizing ethical practice, uncovering the history of ethics within the forensic
sciences not only helps in defining ethical conduct, but also allows the researcher to
identify trends in ethical norms throughout time. The historical foundations of ethi
cal action within the forensic sciences has provided telling clues when uncovering
individual ethical practice and comparing it to the disciplines current standards.
The American Academy of Forensic Sciences (A.A.F.S.) and its subsidiary
disciplines became the undisputed force within the forensic community during the
latter half of the 1940's. In fact, the A.A.F.S. was begun in 1948 as a focused
foundation to provide both the judicial system and science the professional means
with which to interact (Field, 1998). The growing advances in science and tech
nology were recognized as assets to the legal arena. The utilization of these advances
enabled the judicial system further avenues to fight crime. New techniques gave
once silent evidence the ability to speak loudly and with force. The creation of the
A.A.F.S. provided a professional community where a wide array of forensic experts
could share knowledge, expertise, and experience. It also became the foundation
with which the discipline's standards were created and maintained. In tum, this then
led to the conglomeration of different scientific spheres and fostered the further spe
cialization of the forensic sciences as a whole.
The 1950's were really the formative years for the A.A.F.S. Its initial sections
included experts from the fields of pathology, psychiatry, toxicology, immunology,
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jurisprudence, police science, and questioned documents. With these sections firmly
in place, the A.A.F.S. turned its focus to pressing matters regarding the growth and
maintenance of the organization. Six committees were created to deal with different
formative aspects within the Academy: one of those being to "develop a code of
ethics" (Field, 1998 :25). It had become clear by 1945 that science and scientific
research were not ethically neutral (Reagan, 1971).

.

The technological, and

expanding scientific revolution of the twentieth century brought about much social
change and in so doing, led to questions of professional ethics within the sciences and
society in general. It was during this period that the field of bioethics saw increasing
promi-nence (Shannon & Digiacomo, 1979) and further questions arose about the
profes-sionalization of the sciences to include ethical boundaries. Although more
forensic scientists were aware of ethical issues, it was still largely a topic that sat
slowly sim-mering on the back burner. More pressing issues which often govern the
formation of professional organizations, such as maintaining a budget, forming an
infra-structure, and developing group protocol took precedence.
The A.A.F.S. failed to develop a professional code of ethics during the 1950's,
and although a code was proposed in 1963, the Executive Committee turned it down
at that year's spring meeting (Field, 1998). Like the previous decade, the 1960's saw
further problems develop within the Academy. Divisions grew between the younger
scientists and the older members of the organization (Field, 1998). These differences
revolved around managerial issues and questioning of the formative tenets upheld by
the older, founding members. It is no surprise that the Academy's internal structure
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became the basis for uneasy relations in the 1960's, which reflected the uneasy social
climate produced by the war in Vietnam and further domestic troubles. Although the
A.A.F.S. continued to grow in membership, topics like ethics took a backseat to more
relevant issues such as funding and the maintenance of the discipline's infrastructure.
Little can be documented about ethical consideration in the forensic sciences during
this period. In fact, few papers published within the Academy's journal dealt with
the topic specifically. In spite of the fact that the uses of the forensic scientist in the
adversary system were expanding, common sense laws and personal morality pro
vided the mainstays for regulating ethical behavior. According to Schroeder (1976),
although this "code" was not expressly written, it was something informally agreed
upon. It must be mentioned that some sections within the A.A.F.S. did operate under
formalized ethical codes. For instance, the pathology section fell subject to the
American Medical Association's code of ethics. But the Academy had yet to develop
a specific code designed to encompass all of its members and sections.
The 1970's ushered in a new era to the Academy's growing structure and
membership. Great change occurred in its "orientation.... and in the administration
of its affairs" (Field, 1998:51). Within these changes, new efforts were devoted to
ethical issues. According to one forensic scientist, the United States was a "land of
mistrust" with wariness directed towards the government as well as state and local
police agencies (Joling, 1976a:743). This mistrust resulted from the generally poor
operation, improper techniques used, and misinformation generated by the above
mentioned organizations in dealing with social, civil, and criminal matters. Public
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confidence in the government and legal profession had been shaken by incidents such
as the Watergate scandal. Considering the high level of public skepticism, even the
American Bar Association began to question the ethical conduct of its members
within the legal realm. In fact, the above factors led to higher accreditation standards
involving ethical tests and surveys (Parke, 1986). The forensic sciences also felt the
stab of this public mistrust, which forced scientists to recognize ethical dilemmas
within the discipline. According to the 1976-77 president of the Academy, R.J.
Joling (1976a:744):
I have had the privilege of reviewing testimony of document examiners and
would-be document examiners more closely reflecting objectives of graph
ologists; of pathologists, both those who are certified as forensic pathologists
and those who would have judges, jurors, and legal counselors believe them
to be competent in forensic pathology; criminalists who have demonstrated
their individual competency and those whose biases, prejudices, and
subjective conclusions have reduced the discipline to an exceptionally low
degree of art with but very little attendant science; and the activities of self
proclaimed advocates of the law holding themselves out to be competent trial
lawyers while at the same time demonstrating their miserable mishandling of
cases by improper utilization of the forensic sciences within the courtroom.
The unrest of the 1960s has given way to the mistrust of the 1970s!
The above statement indicates that ethical issues were, in fact, exceedingly
visible during the 1970's. History has shown that ethics had previously been a secon
dary issue to more pressing concerns within the Academy. In the wake of the 1960's
however, with growing public concern over the operation of professional organiza
tions, ethics was a topic that could no longer be dealt with so casually. In this regard,
furthering the professionalization of the forensic sciences to reinstate public trust in
the scientific, adversarial, and legal arenas provided the impetus to formalize a
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binding code of ethics for the Academy. In 1976 the A.A.F.S. polled its members,
finding that ninety-one percent of the respondents agreed that a code of ethics encom
passing all members and sections was needed (Harper Mills, 1986). At the 1976
mid-year meeting the Executive Committee debated and subsequently enacted the
passage of the Academy's first binding code of ethics (Field, 1998). Subsequently,
an ad hoc ethics committee was also formed to hear and rule on complaints of ethical

...
misconduct among A.A.F.S. members.
In addition, the uses of the forensic sciences in the legal arena created new sit
uations that were often previously unknown by the forensic expert. For example, the
use of customary pathology often greatly differs from that of forensic pathology due
to the latter's plait with the legal system. Therefore, "forensic pathology often poses
problems not encountered in ordinary hospital pathology" (Coe, 1980:367). The
forensic pathologist not only has to practice his or her discipline, but also has to pre
sent the results of their analysis in an environment removed from science. It is well
known that science and law are upheld by two different standards (Reid, 1980).
These standards
often view ethical issues from different fronts, and in so doing, can
•·
create confusion for the forensic expert. In regard to the forensic anthropologist,
Galloway et al. (1990) state that these ethical dilemmas and conflicts are likely to
increase as the field grows and duties expand. This fact became increasingly evident
in the 1970's as more and more papers specifically concerning the effectiveness of

.. The formation of a sanctioned code of ethics illu
expert testimony were published.
strated the recognition by the Academy of ethical dilemmas occurring in the forensic
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sciences. But one can further judge the knowledge of and interest in ethical circum
stances by looking at the published papers within the Academy's journal. Interest,
questions, and advice on ethical situations came from varied sections. Many dealt
with the efficacy of the expert witness (Byrd & Stults, 1976; Kogan, 1978), in roles
such as the policeman (Joling, 1976b), or even the arson investigator (Kantrowitz,
1981). Yet others dealt with more specific areas such as the professionalization of
latent print examiners (Cowger, 1979) or the field of questioned documents
(Galbraith, 1980). One thing was clear by the close of the decade, the Academy
recognized the need for the regulation of its membership by an established code of
ethics. Although the A.A.F.S. had always retained a very high level of profes
sionalism in regard to its membership (Field, 1998), the substantial growth in the
number of its practitioners required a look at individual ethical conduct. The com
plexity of technological innovation increasingly introduced new and sometimes
unforeseen situations to the forensic scientist, especially within America's courts. In
its third decade of existence, the Academy had become successful in building and
maintaining its infrastructure, and although monetary problems were still present,
more time was devoted to non-organizational issues.
The 1980's and 90's saw the further growth of the Academy as the premier
forensic institution in the United States. By surviving the 1970's, the A.A.F.S. had
proven the efficacy of its foundations in unifying a very diversified community, and
subsequently was able to devote more time to the changing needs of forensic science
and the surrounding society (Field, 1998). During this period, the focus of the
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Academy began to encompass the future of the discipline, as well as maintaining the
professionalism historically enjoyed by its membership. Also, forensic scientists
recognized the importance of technological innovation upon scientific protocol.
Historically at least, the issue of ethics had played a catch-up game to the rapidly
changing and arresting excitement of scientific advancement. During the late 1980's
and early 90's ethical inquest seemed to heighten, and more researchers recognized
the important role of ethics in the fluid and ever-changing nature of the forensic
sciences. Regular symposia and plenary sessions have been devoted to ethics and
related issues at the Academy's yearly meetings. In the May 1989 edition of the
Journal of Forensic Sciences, a symposium titled "Ethical Conflicts in the Forensic
Sciences" was published consisting of five manuscripts detailing various ethical con
cerns within the forensic sciences. These issues ranged anywhere from expert testi
mony (Giannelli, 1989) to individual ethical duties (Lucas, 1989) or to the ethical
responsibilities of the discipline as a whole (Peterson & Murdock, 1989). A decade
later at the forty-ninth annual A.A.F.S. meetings held in New York, a plenary session
was devoted to ethics and ethical issues attempting to further heighten ethical inquiry
within the forensic sciences. Although the specific ethical issues raised at the above
mentioned sessions were quite similar in nature, the devotion of time to ethical issues
illustrated the recognition of the need for continuing ethical discourse within the dis
cipline. That above indicates that the A.A.F.S. has acknowledged the need for subse
quent ethical dialogue and provided increasing opportunities for its examination.
In addition, sections within the A.A.F.S. have more frequently presented and

discussed ethical issues as they specifically relate to their own discipline and the
forensic sciences as a whole. Of these, forensic psychiatry and questioned documents
are notable areas. In forensic psychiatry during the 1980's, ethics and ethical issues
became the topic of much deliberation.

Various surveys were conducted which

sought to illuminate the state of ethics within forensic psychiatry and enable
researchers to deal with the increasing problems of interfacing science and the law
(Monahan, 1980; Weinstock, 1986, 1988, 1989). Forensic psychiatrists also recog
nized the issues pertaining to the forensic scientist as an expert witness or becoming a
"hired gun" (Appelbaum, 1987; Stone, 1984). This increasing awareness of ethical
issues by forensic psychiatrists has generated much research towards the topic and in
turn, afforded the forensic sciences as a whole, further avenues with which to both
discover and deal with issues of an ethical nature.
The field of questioned documents has also spent a considerable amount of
time dealing with ethical dialogue. If not specifically from a disciplinary perspective,
questioned document examiners have certainly approached ethical issues from a prac
tical front. The rapid expanse of technology and its major advances have provided
new and sometimes unique possibilities for the creation and maintenance of docu
ments (Hilton, 1988; Moenssens, 1984). This fact alone required the field of ques
tioned documents to survey the efficacy of its examiners when dealing with docu
mentary amenities afforded by technological innovation. For instance, what were the
limitations or benefits of the field in such areas as computer imaging (Hicks, 1995) or
microfilm documents (Hanna, 1988)? The proficiency of document examiners and
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the status of their training became an ever-increasing area of concern for the field of
forensic document examination (Behrendt, 1989; Kam, Wetstein, & Conn, 1994). By
surveying its membership and questioning areas of training and expertise, forensic
document examiners have been able to establish minimum levels of competency and
training foundations needed to become an expert in the field (Behrendt, 1989). This
type of inquest has provided not only the field of document examination, but the
forensic sciences as a whole with substantial avenues to question ethical issues.
In the mid-1970's, O.C. Schroeder (1976:751) suggested that the Biblically
based "ancient prohibitions not to lie, not to cheat, and not to steal" were insufficient
for regulating the conjoining of law and science. Instead, he proposed the positive
canons of "reason, fairness, and humaneness" as the ethical corollaries to the above

..

historical tenets. These guidelines, he proposed, would enable science to better serve
the justice system. Although this ideology may form the basis of an unwritten ethical
code for scientific researchers, it makes no exceptions for the rapidly changing tech
nological climate. As we have seen, these scientific advances play an integral role in
changing circumstances where science and the legal system interact. In recognition
of this dilemma, Rosner (1996:913) has discussed the merits of designing a paradigm
with which to systematically approach ethical issues, which he states are often "more
notable for heat than for light."

To better deal with ethical dilemmas, Rosner

(1996:913) distinguishes four steps:
1. "What exactly is the issue?" [Or simply, what is the specific behavior that
warrants ethical consideration?]
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2. "What specific criteria in the Academy's Code of Ethics and Conduct are
applicable to the behavior at issue?"
3. "What is the relevant data?" [Or what evidence is there of ethical mis
conduct?]
4. "What is the reasoning process that has been used to determine whether or
not the member has breached the A.A.F.S. Code of Ethics and Conduct?"
This systematic approach to ethical misconduct is an attempt to promote ethi
cal discourse within the discipline. The twenty-year span between the above men
tioned papers illustrates the further advancement of ethical issues into the forensic
sciences. Increased recognition of the importance of ethical discourse in science has
forced the Academy's sections to devote valuable research into that very topic.
Although many sections were initially slow to recognize their duty concerning the
establishment of rules governing ethical conduct, the last decade has shown ethics to
be an increasing topic for critical dialogue.

Although ethics is no longer a

"neglected" issue per se in the forensic sciences, its contestation is sure to remain
prominent within the discipline.

CHAPTER III
THE FORENSIC SCIENTIST IN THE COURTROOM
To employ the forensic scientist as an expert witness obviously requires that
the fields of science and law overlap. The productivity of the testimony generated by
the expert witness often depends upon two criteria: (1) the expert's preparation and
familiarity with the adversary system, and (2) the court's ability to deal with issues of
a scientific nature. History has shown that severe problems may exist in both of
these areas. It is no hidden fact that the judicial system is often highly complex and
can be very confusing, especially to an inexperienced or unfamiliar scientific witness.
The forensic expert is forced to surface from his or her immersion in the sciences and
act within the realm of the law, which often operates under extremely different stan
dards (Reid, 1980; Thornton, 1994). Those very standards, along with the lack of
scientific education among judges and lawyers, are often unsuited in dealing with
testimony from the forensic expert. In fact, the judicial rules surrounding the inclu
sion and presentation of scientific evidence have often been shown to be ill-suited in
dealing with matters concerning forensic testimony. Oftentimes, the forensic scientist
is confronted by an adversary system more interested in winning cases than under
standing the true nature and results of scientific inquiry (Peterson, 1989). Subse
quently, these matters may produce an unstable environment that enable forensic
experts, be it intentionally or unintentionally, to breach the ethical norms of the
23
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forensic sciences.
The expanding use of the forensic scientist as an expert witness in America's
courtrooms has provided the basis for an increasing amount of research dealing with
the scientist as a witness. In fact, as technological fields expand, the judicial system
has called not only upon scientists, but also upon a wide range of experts from many
differing fields. In the last three decades, more and more research has been devoted
to the particulars surrounding expert testimony, especially within the forensic
sciences (Byrd & Stults, 1976; Cantor, 1985; Kogan, 1978; Joling, 1976b). Initially,
providing expert testimony may seem simple enough, but oftentimes, unseen issues
can present difficult hurdles for the unwary forensic scientist. These issues fre
quently can include such areas as proper court preparation, the presentation of scien
•.
tific analysis in court, and the proper practice involving charging for services
ren

dered, to name a few.
Since the standards that govern the judicial system are quite different from
those in science, researchers need to be aware of the sometimes hidden difficulties
involved in being an expert witness. Researchers have recognized that the courtroom
can be a cold and dismal place for the unprepared expert witness. In an attempt to
curtail these harmful environments, professional organizations are holding an increas
ing number of workshops, seminars, and plenary sessions to train forensic scientists
on how to be able and relevant expert witnesses. At the 50th Annual A.A.F.S.
meetings held in San Francisco in February of 1998, a workshop was conducted to
assist forensic scientists in becoming more familiar with issues surrounding expert
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testimony. Similar workshops have been conducted in the past, and often involve
presentations from experts in varying fields with specific experience in courtroom
scientific testimony. Some of these issues often involve "keeping your cool" on the
witness stand, presentation of personal qualifications, dealing with cross examina
tion, and even the broader concerns of the legal/public view of scientific testimony.
The information highway also exhibits resources for the expert witness. In fact,
many sources are now available even on the internet. For instance, see "How to be a
Successful Expert Witness" (http://www. aviationlawcorp.com) or "Expert Witness
Central"(http://www.home.earthlink .net/~safsQ.
However, notoriety or the prestigious nature of becoming a scientific witness
within the courtroom has seemingly been too great a lure for some unwary and unpre
pared practitioners. Grievously, some expert witnesses seem willing to testify to
almost anything. As Sundick (1998) questions: "Do they do this for the excitement,
the thrill of testifying, the feeling that they are helping the defendant, the money or
whatever?" Likely, it may be a combination of all the above. Unfortunately, this fact
places another hurdle in the path to the road of understanding between science and
the adversary system. In a recent article from the Chicago Tribune (Foehr, 1998), a
professional botanist was quoted as saying:
The methods we've developed are so cheap and simple that I hope they will
lead to the further development of forensic botany. Anyone with a solid

background in high school botany can be a competent witness in court using
this evidence (italics added).

If only testifying in court were that easy. What the above statement neglects to
inform the reader of are the sometimes grueling cross examinations one is forced to

undergo, the difficulty of presenting oftentimes highly technical scientific processes
to a general audience, and even having to publicly face a peer with a differing opin
ion. In addition, the courtroom is no place for an individual not prepared for the fact
that their testimony may play an integral role in leading to an individual's incarcera
tion or death, or a multi-million dollar settlement as in the case of a mass disaster.
The public audience seems fascinated with death, science, and forensics.
Some of the most popular shows on television now involve real life camera footage
of trauma in emergency rooms, reenactments of cases solved by medical detectives,
and law enforcement ride-alongs. In light of this, the forensic anthropologist must
remain steadfast in their representation of the capabilities of the discipline. Although
the famous forensic pathologist "Quincy" makes for good entertainment, he hardly
represents the true nature of scientific inquiry. Essentially, forensic anthropologists,
and forensic scientists in general must literally "do their homework" when it comes
to courtroom preparation and conduct, and they must remain unsullied in their per
sonal representation of the discipline.

Forensic scientists must also attempt to

decrease the gap between the law and science by creating an increasing amount of
opportunities for dialogue between lawyers and judges and the forensic sciences.
By all accounts, the level of formal scientific education among judges and
lawyers unfortunately places America's courts at a distinct disadvantage when deal
ing with issues of a scientific nature (Sachs, 1976; Schwarzer, 1994; Stevenson,
1998). The unfamiliarity of the adversary system with science frequently leaves
judges and juries to decipher and make sense of testimony from a forensic expert. In
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turn, the forensic expert must attempt to explain often highly complex issues in non
technological and sometimes insufficient terminology. Additionally, the expert must
explain his or her own personal qualifications, rationale behind evidentiary technique,
and the results of scientific inquiry. With the confusion over scientific issues,
" ...courts may not be competent to make reasoned and principled decisions"
(Schwarzer, 1994: 1 ). In light of this, the forensic expert may find him or herself in a
situation lacking guided legal structure. A slight discrepancy in testimony or a mis
statement concerning personal qualifications, technique, or the evidence at hand may
go unnoticed or unrecognized by the court. The implications of just such a scenario
may be slight, but nonetheless may affect the outcome of any particular case.
Whether these are intentional or unintentional, such discrepancies are a clear derelic
tion of the duties of forensic experts. In addition, it is often likely that the above sce
nario results in breaching of the ethical code of the forensic sciences. In essence, the
ineptitude of the adversary system in dealing with scientific issues provides and
unstable foundation where ethical misconduct may possibly be more apt to occur and
remain unnoticed by the court. For instance, the court often accepts the testimony of
a forensic scientist based on his or her credentials, even if those credentials are in an
area not particularly related to the evidence in question. The introductory case to this

..

thesis concerning footwear impression evidence illustrates this example quite clearly.
The court chose to accept Dr. Robbins' testimony based on her expertise as a
forensic anthropologist. However, forensic anthropology has yet to accept the analy
sis of boot, shoe, or footprint evidence as part of its scientific aptitude. If the court

was ignorant of this fact, we can only assume that the testimony of Dr. Robbins was
accepted due to her nature as a "scientist." In this regard, the scholarly demeanor and
impressive technological jargon used by the forensic expert may "cast an aura of
infallibility over his or her testimony" (Neufeld & Colman, 1990:48). In addition,
the court may admit testimony regarding new and sometimes controversial tech
niques. Unfortunately, judicial documents have recorded the admittance and re
admittance of techniques that have now fallen into disfavor. These include so-called
"voiceprint" evidence (Berger, 1994; Moenssens, 1984), the "paraffin test" for
identifying gunpowder residue (Berger, 1994; Neufeld & Colman, 1990), and more
recently the questioning of handwriting analysis (Berger, 1994).
In many cases, even though a particular technique has been proven to be
unreliable, it still may be used to set a precedent for admitting testimony in a different
trial. The lack of the court's ability to keep abreast of scientific knowledge often
leads the judicial system into using outdated procedures in dealing with evidence of a
scientific nature. In addition, Neufeld and Colman (1990:46) state that the discrep
ancy between science and law "has allowed novel forensic methods to be used in
criminal trials prematurely or without verification." The lack of scientific knowledge
and misinformation generated by this deficit from judges and lawyers leaves the
adversary system significantly behind in its understanding of scientific technology
(Moenssens, 1984). According to some researchers however, the forensic science
community may hold partial blame for the lack of understanding of scientific evi
dence in the adversarial system.

Sachs (1976:760) states that "it is not their
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individual fault but the fault of the forensic sciences in not making the information
available through continuing education." To combat this discrepancy, Sachs (1976)
calls for educational and training programs that would not only aid in the court's abil
ity to understand and properly deal with scientific evidence, but also increase the dia
logue between science and the law.
With the above mentioned points in mind, a discussion regarding the admissi
bility of scientific evidence is also required to further illuminate the discordance
between science and the legal realm. For almost three-quarters of a century, Frye v.
United States (1923) set the standard for the admission of scientific evidence into

America's courts (Moenssens, 1984; Thornton, 1994). The Frye rule, as it became
known, was based upon the principle of "general acceptance." Simply stated, the
technique used to analyze and process evidence must have been accepted by a major
ity of the field. This test has been heavily relied upon by America's courts in admit
ting new and sometimes novel scientific evidence (Moenssens, 1984).
During the late 1980's and early 1990's, the Frye rule fell into disfavor. The
inadequacies of this test became more and more visible, especially as scientific
inquiry became increasingly precise. Although Frye relied upon the theory of "gen
eral acceptance", questions revolved around not only what "general acceptance"
entailed, but also what it was that was to be "generally accepted." This test also
lacked the time needed for critical evaluation by the court system as well as the proof
of a valid, tested scientific foundation (Berger, 1994; Moenssens, 1984). Essentially,
the side having to disprove a new or novel scientific technique that had been accepted
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under the Frye ruling by the court was at a distinct disadvantage. However, the
downfalls of Frye have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Berger, 1994; Moenssens,
1984; Saks, 1994) and will not be specifically covered in this thesis.
It is necessary however, to briefly review the current laws surrounding the
admission of scientific evidence.

Thornton (1994:476) has charged that forensic

science has mostly been a "passive spectator" in the court's decisions dealing with
scientific evidence and evidentiary issues. He also states that as a forensic scientist,
he has an ethical responsibility to ensure that science and scientific inquiry is not
warped or misshapen to fit the needs of the adversary system. By the late 1980's, an
increasing number of scientists recognized this fact and pushed for a better system
with which to admit scientific evidence into America's courts. In 1993, the United
States Supreme Court ruled in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals that the
Frye test no longer upheld the tenets of the Federal Rules of Evidence (Berger, 1994).
Daubert was more specific in its approach to examining scientific evidence. This test
took into account such issues as the qualifications of the expert, potential rate of
error, testability, and could relay to the jury the experimental nature of some scien
tific techniques (Berger, 1994; Reichs, 1998; Thornton, 1994). Daubert rejected
Frye's "general acceptance" tenets for a "scientific reliability" standard. This ruling
was a direct result of alleged complications involving Bendectin r"! an antinausea
drug produced by Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals. Numerous women who had taken
the drug during pregnancy gave birth to children with severe birth defects. The
defense presented a scientific expert in epidemiology who testified that no studies
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existed that showed Bendectin ™was the cause of any birth defects. The prosecution
however, also presented an array of experts that showed Bendectin ™to be responsi
ble for severe health complications in laboratory animals. Since the prosecution's
witnesses were not trained epidemiologists, the court stated that no scientific relia
bility could be attributed to their testimony. The Daubert ruling made the judge the
"gatekeeper" so to speak in determining whether a scientific technique possessed the
necessary qualifications to be held up to a reliability standard (Thornton, 1994;
Wecht, 1998). Since Frye typically neglected to question issues of reliability, the

Daubert ruling changed the standards with which scientific evidence was evaluated
by the court.
Although the Daubert ruling and its benefits are still debated by some, many
feel that the implications for furthering the relationship between science and the law
are obvious. According to Thornton (1994:484):
Daubert may also serve a useful adjustive purpose for the forensic science
profession. Trial court judges will be nudged in the direction of learning more
about science. Forensic scientists may be nudged in the direction of learning
more about the scientific method.
In any event, Daubert has forced the forensic science community to become more
aware of legal issues surrounding the sciences. On a general level, this can lead to
more critical dialogue taking place between science and law that could benefit both
disciplines. On a more specific level, it forces scientists to be increasingly aware of
the standards within their discipline and how these standards can operate in the
adversary system. In essence, unethical practice by scientists may then become more
visible to a previously less knowledgeable legal system.
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It is not the contention of this chapter to blame the adversary system for the
unethical conduct of forensic practitioners, specifically the forensic anthropologist. It
is however, necessary to illuminate the weaknesses of the court when dealing with
issues of a scientific nature. As technological advances continue to test the bounda
ries of our social, academic, and scientific mores, then ethical issues will remain a
complex and expanding topic within the forensic sciences. The adversary system has
often been slow to recognize the specifics of scientific processes. This is frequently
due to the fact that science changes its technological face so rapidly. For the court to
keep abreast of the knowledge available is almost impossible. In addition, the foren
sic expert must prepare for an appearance in court and be aware of the sometimes
subtle difficulties which arise from that testimony.

In this regard, the forensic

sciences must become more engaged in providing the adversary system with oppor
,
tunities to learn about and understand scientific processes. If the forensic sciences

and the adversary system wish to continue successful interaction, each side is
required to familiarize themselves with the other's processes, both internal and exter
nal. When either side is unprepared or ignorant of the proper procedures, or lacks the
proper funds, ethical misconduct is likely to occur. The next chapter details this
happening.

CHAPTER IV
MISDEEDS OF THE FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGIST
Although the last chapter demonstrated that the American judicial system is
often woefully unsuited for dealing with matters of a scientific nature, the responsi
bility for expert testimony in such matters lies fully at the feet of the forensic practi
tioner. These experts become representatives of their respective fields in court and
have a duty to present scientific opinions based on specific areas of expertise. Unfor
tunately, some of these experts offer testimony outside of their own area of expertise
or boundaries deemed acceptable by the discipline. Whether for money, notoriety, or
any other reason, this type of behavior undermines the foundations of the forensic
sciences as a whole. In addition, not only does this type of activity produce shaky
testimony, but it is also a clear breach of the ethical code set forth by the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences. Plenty of examples of this type of misconduct can be
gleaned from testimony of expert witnesses in fields such as forensic pathology or
law enforcement. It is also true however, that these fields have typically enjoyed
much more time in court than their somewhat newer, developing relatives within the
forensic sciences.
Cases available for analysis where a forensic anthropologist has testified
remain few. This is likely due to the fact that many forensic analyses done by the
anthropologist are subsumed in the reports of forensic pathologists (Moenssens et al.,
33
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1995). Although forensic anthropology has only recently begun to see more use in
courts of law, a few examples do exist which illustrate the ethical misconduct of
some of its practitioners. Under the guise of forensic anthropology, the judicial
system has accepted testimony from these expert witnesses that at times is not only
unfounded, but is also clearly beyond the accepted scope of the field. Not only is this
a misuse of forensic anthropology, it can also unfairly cloud the vision of judges,
juries, and lawyers as to the true capabilities of the discipline. Although Diplomates
of the A.B.F.A. may readily recognize the misuse of the discipline, the adversary sys
tem does not possess the disciplinary knowledge to always detect possible misappli
cations of forensic anthropology. In essence then, the courtroom ethical misconduct
of forensic anthropologists can negatively affect not only specific cases, but also the
surrounding legal, social, and disciplinary domains.
During the l 980's a few forensic anthropologists began to embrace research
involving the identification of individuals based on feet and footwear impressions
(Moenssens et al., 1995). Foremost among these was the late Dr. Louise Robbins.
Dr. Robbins' methodology claimed the ability to identify individuals based on a
system of grid-type measurements of foot pressure points and morphology (Robbins,
1985). Footprints and footwear impressions have typically been an area of crime
scene evidence often ignored or overlooked. Recently however, this type of evidence
has received an increasing amount of research (Bodziak, 1986, 1990). The judicial
system has seen testimony in this regard from a wide array of experts, but usually
experts testifying about the forensic nature of footwear impressions consist of trace
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analysts (Moenssens et al., 1995), latent print, document, or tool mark examiners,
criminalists, and microscopists (Bodziak, 1990). However, the court's all too eager
acceptance of this form of scientific inquiry has allowed individuals to testify perhaps
without proper qualification.

According to Bodziak (1990:384), the researcher

should "be afforded specific training and experience in the field" including such areas
as direct training from a qualified footwear examiner, attending meetings and work
shops devoted to footwear impression examination and analysis, knowledge of foot
wear manufacturing processes and facilities, and conducting specialized research.
Having expertise in a related forensic field, such as forensic anthropology, does not
by default signify that a forensic scientist has the ability to analyze any or all forensic
evidence and should not obfuscate the court's analysis of an individual's qualifica
tions for expert testimony. As White (1991:418) has said of osteologists, "he or she
is an expert witness in osteology and not necessarily an expert witness in criminalis
tics, pathology, toxicology, engineering, or detective work." It is likely that the
designation of "scientist" is often a catch-all term to which the court appropriates the
analysis of "scientific evidence."
Although already mentioned, footprint and footwear analysis has yet to
become an accepted area of expertise within the realm of the forensic anthropologist.
In Dr. Robbins' case, the court may have either ignored or been unaware of the
appropriate qualifications required of an expert in footwear analysis. This fact, how
ever, does not excuse the practitioner of forensic anthropology from the "sin" of testi
fying outside of his or her area of expertise.

According to Moenssens et al.
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(1995: 1041):
When anthropologists stray beyond the disciplines of radiology and
odontology, there should be a fixed requirement of specialized knowledge as
a pre-condition to giving an expert opinion on such matters which are outside
the usual reach of their experience and training.
Thus far, no requirement of specialized knowledge concerning footprint or footwear
impression analysis exists within forensic anthropology. If one interprets the follow
ing sentence of the Academy's Code of Ethics and Conduct, Article II, Section 1. b
(1986) literally:
Every member of the AAFS shall refrain from providing any material mis
representation of education, training, experience, or area of expertise
(italics added),
then Dr. Robbins essentially transgressed the ethical boundaries set forth by the disci
pline. One must question how exactly Dr. Robbins came to be an expert in the field
of feet/footwear impression. Did her fellow peers test her theories and practice and
issue her expert status? Did peer review take place that critically questioned the
utility of feet/footwear impression analysis and its application within the legal realm?
The latter two questions must be connected with any scientific process used within
the adversary system, but this researcher can find no evidence that those questions
were ever asked. Subsequently, the testimony offered by Dr. Robbins in numerous
criminal cases may have been completely unqualified, and therefore may have
unalterably changed the outcome of those judicial proceedings.
We know this to be true in the Buckley case. Although the entire judicial sys
tem seemed to err in the case against an innocent Stephen Buckley, it was the testi
mony of a forensic anthropologist which provided the lynch pin that allegedly tied
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him to the crime. It is likely that under further scrutiny, other cases in which Dr.
Robbins testified may also have been negatively influenced by her testimony (see

United States of America v. Dorsey, 1995; United States ofAmerica v. Ferri, 1985).
In addition, other practitioners of the discipline should have been more critical of Dr.
Robbins' practice and testimony in such matters. Although many forensic anthro
pologists were likely to have disagreed with Robbins' methodology and claims, only
once did a peer come forward to challenge her views in court (Moenssens et al.,
1995). In any event, the testimony offered by Dr. Robbins was clearly outside of the
area of expertise afforded to the forensic anthropologist.
Another similar example is illustrated in the case of People v. Hebel (1988).
In this case, authorities were notified by an Illinois film-processing laboratory of por
nographic pictures that had been identified during development. Following a stake
out of the processing establishment, law enforcement officials arrested a local dentist
named Robert Hebel shortly after he attempted to pick up the developed pictures.
One such picture documented the "thumb and forefinger of a hand spreading open the
genital orifice" of a young girl later identified as a houseguest of the defendant's
daughter (Moenssens et al., 1995:1047). Law enforcement officials contended that
Hebel molested and photographed the young girl while she was visiting his home.
The prosecution sought to identify the hand in the pictures as belonging to Hebel,
thereby solidly connecting him to the incidents of sexual abuse. An FBI expert in
photographic analysis was contacted to examine the evidence in question, and
although he believed the hand in the photograph to be quite similar to that of the
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defendant, he could not rule out the possibility that the hand may have belonged to
another individual.
A second expert employed by the prosecution was forensic anthropologist
Ellis Kerley who, after completing his own examination of the photographic evi
dence, was "considerably more certain that the hands matched" (Moenssens et al.,
1995: 1048) and testified to this contention. Analogous to the aforementioned cases
of Dr. Robbins, this forensic anthropologist also broke the ethical norms of the disci
pline by testifying outside of his area of expertise. Like footprint analysis, expert
photographic examination has yet to become a component in the disciplinary arsenal
of the forensic anthropologist. Although this practitioner likely meant no conscious
breach of ethics, testifying in an area better suited to the first prosecution expert was
obviously outside the realm of the forensic anthropologist.
Some may question the charge written here that this forensic anthropologist
actually did commit an ethical error. Surely a forensic anthropologist can offer court
testimony based on evidentiary photographs? While this is true, the nature of the

.

testimony far outreached the boundaries sanctioned by the discipline. The forensic
anthropologist based his conclusions on twenty-two points of similarity between the
hand in the photograph and a pictured hand of the defendant (Moenssens et al.,
1995). The practitioner in question compared a known picture of the defendant's
hand with that of the hand found in the pornographic photographs. After matching
general class characteristics between both photographs, the anthropologist testified
that the hand likely came from the same individual, although it was "possible" that it
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did not match (People v. Hebel 1988).

While this may have been a relatively

straightforward method of inquiry, it is not one that fits within the tenets defining
forensic anthropology. The analysis of photographic evidence concerning physio
logical structures (i.e., the defendant's hand) pushes the weight of the expertise of
forensic anthropologists onto very thin ice. Regardless of the fact that Robert Hebel
may or may not have been guilty of sexual abuse, the testimony of the forensic
anthropologist clearly forwards the use of this science past the ethical boundaries set
forth by the A.A.F.S.
The last case to be discussed in this chapter, in the opinion of this researcher,
carried with it the potential to be highly damaging to the discipline of forensic
anthropology. Due to the intense level of publicity generated by the horrendous
nature of the crime, the general public and the surrounding legal community became
more aware of the specifics of this case, and those who were involved in its outcome.
It has been reported as being the "second longest criminal trial in Illinois history"
(Giles, 1998). In this regard, the testimony of the forensic anthropologist may have
become more visible to a previously less knowledgeable legal and public audience,
who often simply accept science at face value. By testifying in regard to a domain
outside of the area of expertise officially recognized by forensic anthropology, this
practitioner ill-represented the discipline's abilities. The forensic anthropologist in
question testified in the late 1970's joint murder trial of Patricia Columbo and Frank
DeLuca, who had been charged with brutally murdering Columbo's parents and teen
age brother (People v. Columbo, 1983). The case generated much publicity due to
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the evidence of parricide on the part of a seemingly inhumane Patricia Columbo, as
well as further evidence of conspiracy, solicitation, and sexual perversity.
The prosecution attempted to link Patricia Columbo's lover, Frank DeLuca to
the crime by identifying gloveprints found on the Columbo's family automobile
(Giles, 1998; Moenssens et al., 1995). The evidentiary gloveprints were distinctive
in that they lacked an imprint from the index finger. The prosecution employed a
local forensic anthropologist named Eugene Giles who opined that the gloveprints
were made by an individual who was missing an index finger versus having the index
finger simply raised when touching the automobile. Evidently (People v. Columbo,
1983),
[t]he slight difference in size from the axial tri-radius to the tri-radius on the
fourth digit and from the central part of the thenar-hypothenar area to the pad
area of the fourth digit could indicate that the hand was in a position of flex
when placed on the car.
In simpler terms, the pressure points exhibited in the palm print indicated that the
suspect was missing their index finger, versus just having the index finger raised
when the print was formed. This was of major benefit to the prosecution due to the
fact that DeLuca indeed, was missing his left index finger that he lost in an earlier
skydiving accident (Giles, 1998).

Subsequently, and in light of other telling

evidence, both Columbo and DeLuca were each convicted and sentenced for their
roles in these homicides. For the purposes of this thesis however, the outcome of the
case is not particularly relevant. What is pertinent are the practices and testimony
generated by the forensic anthropologist. As we saw in the first two cases, this case
involves testimony that concerns an area not encompassed within the tenets of
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traditional forensic anthropology.

As of yet, the forensic analysis of hand or

gloveprints remains to be accepted as a practiced area within forensic anthropology.
Although Snow (1982) has urged the science to broaden its scope, the further
the discipline transgresses from the doctrines of skeletal analysis, the less it is true
forensic anthropology. When the court accepts expert testimony from a forensic
anthropologist, it certainly should be doing so on the basis of generally accepted
practices within the discipline. In this case, the court rationalized its inclusion of
expert testimony from the forensic anthropologist by likening the analysis of hand
print identification to that of footprint, fingerprint, hair, and bite-mark comparison
(Giles, 1998). Because this type of comparison lacked the need for specific techno
logical processes said the court, a skilled visual analogy would suffice for deter
mining the qualification of the "expert." It is of this researcher's opinion that the
analysis of handprints, or more specifically gloveprints, is an area that is long from
seeing general acceptance within the discipline of forensic anthropology.
Columbo and DeLuca' s defense team did recognize this fact and in reference
to the forensic anthropologist argued that "the testimony was novel, untried and
lacked the foundational requirement of general acceptance in the scientific commun
ity" (Moenssens et al., 1995:1049). Although the court rejected this claim, the argu
ment of the defense certainly holds merit in light of known sanctioned practices
within the discipline. Even the forensic anthropologist involved admitted that he
knew of no previous testimony or literature of a similar nature. The forensic anthro
pologist had done research on New Guinean populations concerning hand
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measurement, palm and fingerprints, and general hand morphology. However, he
had never researched prints found on the surface of an automobile trunk, nor did he
know anything about fabric impressions. This fact is quite important due to the fact
that the suspect's hand was gloved. Exactly how the court made the connection
between New Guinean hand morphology research and evidence of a gloved imprint
on an automobile is unknown. However, Diplomates should question the validity of
the testimony offered in the above case. Unfortunately, no other forensic anthro
pologist came forward to aid the defense in their refutation of the claims made by the
prosecution's anthropologist (Moenssens et al., 1995). Like the other cases then, this
case clearly illustrates the improper use and representation of forensic anthropology
in the adversary system.
It must be mentioned that the cases of Hebel and Columbo are not the norm
by any means for the practicing forensic anthropologist. In each case, the evidence
for analysis was rather new to the discipline of forensic anthropology and had yet to
have been testified upon. One can assume that as forensic roles expand, evidentiary
matters will continue to become increasingly complex. Certainly, more and more
forensic anthropologists will be approached with requests for testimony in similar
cases. However, Diplomates should be aware of the boundaries created by the disci
pline. It is true that growth can only come from testing the guidelines set forth by the
discipline, but venturing too far too fast into unfamiliar territory will likely do more
harm to forensic anthropology than help. This thesis takes a very literal interpretation
of the definition of forensic anthropology. Quite likely, a few Diplomates may find
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that interpretation confining and outdated. However, to discuss ethics, one must first
identify the known and tested foundations within the science to provide an ample
point of departure for ethical inquest. Simply stated, one who looks too far into the
future is bound to trip over what lies directly ahead.
With the community of forensic anthropologists yet small, the ethical mis
conduct illustrated in the above mentioned cases is relatively straightforward.
Although the forensic anthropologists mentioned likely meant no conscious erratum,
ethical breaches in fact did occur. In each case, the practitioner expanded the use of
forensic anthropology into areas not yet accepted by the discipline. This represents a
misuse of the discipline and may provide the outside community (i.e. legal, public,
and academic) an unwarranted view of the present capabilities of forensic anthro
pology. Although the court is often unprepared for dealing with issues of a scientific
nature, the responsibility for such action lies fully at the feet of the forensic anthro
pologist. However, as technology increases and forensic roles expand, issues sur
rounding ethics are sure to become more complex and questionable. In addition,
more and more non-board certified "forensic" anthropologists are testifying in court
on issues of a similar nature. As the numbers of these active practitioners expand, so
too do the chances of ethical misconduct. Since issues of ethical misconduct are
often initially less visible, a survey of the state of ethics from board certified mem
bers will provide means by which the discipline as a whole can combat furthering
ethical shades of gray.

CHAPTER V
A SURVEY OF DIPLOMATES OF THE AMERICAN
BOARD OF FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY
A survey of the board-certified members of the American Board of Forensic
Anthropology was conducted to uncover current ideas and practices surrounding ethi
cal issues. History has shown that ethics in the sciences, or even in general, has often
played a catch-up game with the fast pace of technology. Although scientists have
been aware of ethical issues, relatively few step forward to point the finger at peers
who may be, or have been engaged in unethical or questionable practices. It may be
that many ethical complaints are only heard after ethical misconduct by an individual
becomes so blatant that a unified front within the discipline provides the impetus for
questioning. It may also be true that the fear of being ostracized within one's own
professional community for whatever reason keeps professionals from reporting
unethical practices.
Since ethical situations can often only be evaluated in light of their surround
ing social, academic, and technological climate (for instance, one would not evaluate
the ethics surrounding the transplant of a human heart in the 1800's), scientists may
oftentimes leave the difficulty of making sense of ethical dilemmas to ethics commit
tees. Many professional organizations have created ethical boards or committees
whose sole responsibility is to hear and rule on ethical complaints within the disci
pline. Obtaining information from these ethical boards can often be a daunting, if not
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impossible task. For obvious reasons, these committees keep much of their activities
and disciplinary proceedings confidential to protect the integrity of all involved. In
August of 1998, the Chair of the A.A.F.S. Committee on Ethics, Dr. Don Harper
Mills, was contacted in an attempt to provide further information on ethical issues
within the forensic sciences and how this may relate to forensic anthropology. Non
specific, general information on ethical issues such as the number and types of com
plaints heard each year, and any subsequent disciplinary action was requested. Dr.
Harper Mills (personal communication, July 1998) stated that a similar request for
information regarding the committee's actions had been heard in the past, but denied.
He also stated that although a formal request detailing this research could be sent to
the committee in an attempt to gain information, the thesis would most likely be
finished before such a request would be dealt with. In addition, Dr. Frank Saul (per
sonal communication, July 1998), the current president of the A.B.F.A. was con
tacted regarding this research. The A.B.F.A. has an ad hoc ethics committee that
meets when a formal complaint regarding ethical misconduct within the discipline
arises. Dr. Saul informed this researcher that the A.B.F.A. had yet to formalize any
ethical codes and could relay little information regarding the actions of the A.B.F.A.
ad hoc Committee on Ethics.

In terms of uncovering ethical malfeasance, other means had to be investi
gated to learn something about the nature of this problem. In this regard, a survey on
ethics represented the most practical and functional way to uncover the current state
of ethics within forensic anthropology. Not only did the survey ensure anonymity,
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but it also left the respondent in a position where peer review was of no consequence.
In essence, the survey has then produced ideas and opinions otherwise unvoiced or
unheard in the forensic community.

In August of 1998, Western Michigan

University's Human Subjects Institutional Review Board accepted a formalized sur
vey designed for use in this study (see Appendix B). Subsequently, a cover letter and
survey were sent to the forty-seven Diplomates (one had recently passed away) listed
on the A.B.F.A. homepage (see Appendices C & D). The survey itself was made up
of twenty-six questions designed to uncover and illuminate ethical issues from an
individual point of view. The format of the survey was quite simple and consisted of
both open-ended and yes or no questions. Since issues surrounding ethics have a ten
dency to be sensitive, the format of the survey allowed a complete degree of anonym
ity, as well as provided ample areas where a respondent could elaborate on distinct
areas of ethical inquest. In essence, the survey has uncovered ethics on a personal
basis, which have then been correlated to ethical issues on a larger, disciplinary level.
The initial questions all revolved around a researchers own ethical background and
level of mentoring or student involvement, and then progressed towards items of
courtroom testimony and knowledge of peer/professional actions.
Although an increasing number of non-board certified members have spent
time in court testifying about forensic material, only Diplomates of the A.B.F.A.
were chosen as the target group for the survey. These members have all completed
the professional guidelines set forth by the A.B.F.A., which in tum created a common
foundation with which to gauge actions and responses regarding ethical issues.
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These guidelines include the possession of a Doctoral degree with an emphasis on
Physical Anthropology, three years of professional experience, documentation of
activities in forensic anthropology, and also passing a stringent written and practical
examination administered by the A.B.F.A. (http://www.csuchico.edu/ anth/ ABFA).
Though it is well known that non-board certified members are testifying in court on
forensic issues, they have not been included in the target group for this survey
because their actions cannot be evaluated in light of the guidelines set forth by the
A.B.F.A. since they are not Diplomates.
Of the forty-seven surveys originally sent out to Diplomates, twenty-two were
returned, providing an approximately 47% respondent rate. A return rate of almost
fifty percent is better than average (Berdle, Anderson, & Niebuhr, 1986). The results
tabulated are, at times, based on very small numbers indeed. However, to create and
evaluative framework, those responses have been taken at face value. Although the
numbers below may in fact represent only a small percentage of the practicing
Diplomates, this researcher believes that the results of the survey have provided a
substantial and secure entry point with which to analyze ethical issues. The survey
will be presented below as it appeared in mailed format. After each question, replies
will be tabulated and discussed:

Question # 1: In what year were you certified by the A.B.F.A. ?
Many respondents inquired about the anonymity of the survey based upon this
question. To quote one respondent, this "violates confidentiality for years when only
one or two people were certified." This fact may certainly be true if a researcher
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were to devote time to identifying in which year forensic anthropologists were

..

certified. To specifically identify and name a respondent would serve no useful
purpose for this study and no attempts were made by the researcher to conduct such
investigations. However, the information provided by certification date, essentially
providing the number of years each individual has been involved in the field on a
professional level, provided valuable clues with which to cross-reference other
information and was integral to this study.

For instance, are younger or older

generations of forensic anthropologists more aware of ethical issues? Is there a
difference between the two?

Since technology has expanded the utility of science

and forced scientists to evaluate its application, do more recently certified individuals
possess more formalized ethical instruction? The point here is obvious, the year of
certification provides not only the number of years an individual has been active in
the field, but also the generation in which they were sanctioned by the A.B.F.A.
To keep the integrity of the respondents intact, the results of this question
have been presented in decade intervals. Obviously, with the A.B.F.A. forming in
1977, the 70's decade is a short one. It is important to remember though that the
changing social climate during the 1970's, 80's, and 90's had great impacts upon
science and law. In this way, the decade in which one was certified has been useful
in determining generational differences in ideas, opinions, and protocol in dealing
with issues of an ethical nature. The results can be seen in Table 1.

Question #2: Have you completed any formal coursework that dealt specific
ally with ethics or ethical issues in Forensic Anthropology or the Forensic Sciences?
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Table 1
Individuals Certified by the A.B.F.A. by Decade
Decade

Number oflndividuals Certified

1977 to 1979

7

1980 to 1989

8

1990 >

7

Out of the twenty-two respondents, only two (9%) replied that they had
received any type of formal ethical instruction or training: one was certified in the
1980' s, and the other in the 90' s. Interestingly, none of those certified in the 1970' s
indicated any degree of formalized ethical instruction in either forensic anthropology
or the forensic sciences. Although this is not shocking (especially since only two
respondents actually did indicate some degree of formal ethical training), it has pro
vided clues as to the somewhat unhurried creation and application of ethical guide
lines currently in the A.B.F.A. It is also likely that there were few areas where one
could gain formal ethical training in the 1970' s. Although science was forcing ethi
cal issues into a more visible light, opportunities for professional instruction were
still relatively few. However, an increasing number of opportunities are becoming
available for scientists to delve into ethical issues. One must hope that as science and
technology expand, researchers also expand their knowledge and practice in terms of
ethics and subsequent issues.
Question #3: Briefly describe this course work (where was it offered, specific
fOCUS, etc.)?
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Since only two respondents indicated that they had received any formalized
ethical instruction, the utility of this question becomes insignificant. However, both
respondents who answered this question positively indicated that their formalized
ethical instruction was part of their curriculum or class work in forensic anthro
pology.

Question #4: Have you attended any workshops or seminars that dealt with
ethical issues in Forensic Anthropology or the Forensic Sciences?
Seven of the total respondents replied positively to this question: four came
from those certified in the 1970's, two in the 1980's, and one in the 1990's. It is
interesting to compare this question with the results from question two. None of the
respondents certified in the 1970's indicated that they had received any formal ethical
instruction, but the initial results here indicate that the older generation of forensic
anthropologists have indeed participated in more seminars and/or workshops con
cerning ethics than their younger counterparts.

Question #5: Briefly describe any workshops/seminars attended (was it
worthwhile, was relevant material covered, etc.).
All the responses to this question revolved around seminars, plenary sessions,
or meetings associated with professional groups. Most noted were the meetings con
ducted by the A.A.F.S. and the subsequent ethical topics contained therein (fair and
reasonable fees for casework or court testimony for example). What is most alarming
was that only seven out of twenty-two respondents had participated in ethical semi
nars or workshops held by professional organizations. As Chapter II indicates, the
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A.A.F.S. has offered specific workshops or plenary sessions dealing with ethical
issues on a number of occasions. With chances for ethical dialogue increasing in the
forensic sciences, it seems distressing that few respondents have taken advantage of
these areas set aside for ethical inquiry. It also may be true however, that these ses
sions held by professional organizations are not specifically related to forensic
anthropology and as such, do not attract forensic anthropologists. Even so, forensic
anthropology is not unique in the fact that its practitioners spend time in court as
expert witnesses. Although forensic anthropology may be specific in terms of its
practice and disciplinary objectives, its practitioners encounter the same stresses and
pressures from the judicial system as do other forensic scientists. In this manner, dia
logue concerning ethical issues can span all forensic disciplines and in turn, all these
disciplines should have opinions, data, and experience to include.
Question #6: Have you read any books, monographs, reports, etc. on ethical
issues in Forensic Anthropology or the Forensic Sciences?
Out of the eleven respondents answering positively: four were certified in the
1970's, four in the 80's, and the remaining three were certified in the 90's. Although
the literature pertaining to ethics in the field of forensic anthropology remains quite
small, references to ethics within the forensic sciences as a whole has seen a burgeon
ing interest in the last decade. These articles and monographs are easily accessible
from sources such as the Journal ofForensic Sciences and other similar publications.
They also can be presented at professional meetings such as those held by the
A.A.F.S. each year. It seems unfortunate that with more and more ethical dialogue
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taking place, only 50% of the respondents have read reference material concerning
ethical issues, in forensic anthropology or the forensic sciences as a whole. If we
refer once again to the quote of Rosner (1996:913), ethical issues are often "more
notable for heat than for light." Based upon the results of this survey question,
Rosner' s quote seems to be true in the field of forensic anthropology. If many foren
sic anthropologists are attempting to increase critical dialogue concerning ethical
issues (an assumption based on the amount of conversation and seemingly genuine
interest in ethical issues at professional meetings), why is it that only half of them
(based upon the survey results) have read monographs or papers dealing with the
same? The point here is obvious. There definitely are resources available for those
interested in ethical inquest. Why more are not being read by Diplomates of the
A.B.F.A. is a specific area of concern.

Question # 7: Of these readings please list what you believe to be the five
more important references and/or which would you recommend to students or
colleagues.
With this question, an attempt was made to survey the familiarity that forensic
anthropologists have with existing ethical literature, as well as the literature that they
believe is important to ethical issues. Five of the most notable references are: (1)
Galloway et al. (1990), (2) Hollien (1990), (3) Stewart (1979), (4) White (1991),
and (5) articles from both the Journal of Forensic Sciences and the American Journal

...
of Pathology
and Medicine.
Question #8: Are you currently or have you trained or served as a mentor for
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students in Forensic Anthropology?
Out of the eighteen respondents answering positively: six were certified in the
1970's, seven in the 1980's, and the remaining five in the 1990's. It seems straight
forward that those certified in the 1980's have had more involvement with students
and interns in the field of forensic anthropology. The previous generation of forensic
anthropologists have retired, or are nearing retirement and may not be as active in the
mentoring of students as are those from the 1980's. Similarly, those who have been
more recently certified may not be as firmly planted in the discipline as Diplomates
of the 1980's, and in this capacity may have yet to become heavily involved in the
guidance of students. What is important here is that about 82% of all the respondents
replied that they do indeed mentor students in forensic anthropology.

Question #9: Do you spend time teaching
• ethical issues to those students?
Eighteen of the twenty-two respondents (approximately 82%) answered posi
tively to this question: six were certified in the 1970's, seven in the 80's, and the
remaining five in the 90's. It seems important to point out that the majority of the
respondents both mentor students, and according to the above results, also instruct
them in ethical issues. If one is to cross-reference this fact with earlier questions
regarding the degree of a Diplomate's own formal ethical instruction and familiarity
with reference materials dealing with ethical issues, then the above results indicate
that common sense laws are still largely the mainstays of ethical instruction. Only
two of the eighteen respondents who answered 'yes' to this question (one Diplomate
certified in the 1980's, the other in the 1990's) had received both formal coursework
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and attended workshops or seminars dealing with ethical issues. In essence then,
only 9% of those Diplomates who responded to this questionnaire have a formalized
background in the topic of ethics, yet 82% indicated that they were teaching ethical
issues to students. Although common sense can play a large role in determining
one's professional actions, the rapidly advancing technological and social climate
dictate differences in how science is currently practiced. This fact is increasingly vis
ible when one looks at the subsequent areas that forensic experts are being asked to
analyze and testify on. That Diplomates are, in fact, dealing with issues surrounding
ethics is important. However, with the explosion of scientific know-how, Diplomates
should be better aware of the opportunities for ethical examination afforded by pro
fessional organizations such as the A.A.F.S., and be able to relay these issues to
students.

Question # 10: Briefly explain the format of your ethical instruction.
This question was obviously completely open ended and required that respon
dents' replies emphasize the role that ethics plays in classroom instruction. Unfortu
nately however, most of the explanations offered illustrated very poorly formalized
ethical "teaching." A large number of respondents implied that classroom instruction
involved "informal discussions" regarding ethical issues "when the need arose."
While these discussions are certainly beneficiary to students, do they really suffice in
painting a true picture of the ethical issues one may encounter later in the field?
Especially since few respondents have participated in formal situations dealing with
ethics. Although this may be a harsh view of the respondents' replies, more and

more colleges and universities are implementing required courses on ethics at a grad
uate level, which certainly entail more than just informal discussions. In addition,
programs have been designed which present students with a specifically designed
ethical dilemma, requires them to formulate a response, and then discuss the ramifi
cations in a classroom environment. These types of programs are quite easily imple
mented into a forensic anthropology curriculum, but as of yet, few respondents seem
to indicate that they are in fact used. As one respondent replied "I fit it [ethical
instruction] in where it seems appropriate."
Question # 11: Have you ever been aware of a breach of ethics in the field of
Forensic Anthropology in regard to an issue either yourself or someone else was
involved in?
Fourteen of the twenty-two respondents answered positively: four were certi
fied in the 1970's, five in the 80's, and the remaining five in the 90's. Considering
the increasing amount of dialogue concerning ethical issues in the forensic sciences,
as well as the expanding use of forensic anthropology into many more non-traditional
roles (i.e., analyzing videotape footage, glove or boot/footprint identification, etc.),
one might assume that a breach of ethical guidelines may become increasingly
visible.
Question #12: What were the circumstances surrounding the breach(es) of
ethics?
Once again, this was an open-ended question designed to initiate the prolifera
tion of each respondent's personal view and opinion of ethics based on where exactly
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they believed ethical malfeasance to have existed. With a few exceptions, there were
three main ethical issues covered by almost all the respondents: testifying outside of
one's own area of expertise, the improper use and/or manipulation and presentation
of evidence, and becoming a "hired gun" for either the prosecution or defense. One
respondent went so far as to mention that they believed a colleague to have presented
reports for the prosecution which were unsubstantiated by the physical evidence, and
that "these reports may have led to executions in at least one case." If this charge is
in fact true, forensic anthropologists should be appalled. Although it may be impos
sible to discover whether or not this was a case heard by the A.A.F.S. or the A.B.F.A.
ad hoc Committee on Ethics, a report of such nature should be of concern to forensic

scientists. While this charge may be a simple instance of difference of opinion
between two forensic anthropologists and may need to be examined sensitively, it is a
charge that certainly warrants investigation.
Interestingly, either implicitly or explicitly, the cases of Dr. Louise Robbins
and the use of foot/bootprint evidence were mentioned by numerous respondents.
Chapter IV illustrated the fact that Dr. Robbins' practices went mostly unchallenged
by the forensic anthropological community. With so many respondents mentioning
her work as case examples of ethical misconduct, one must question why more of her
colleagues failed to come forward and publicly challenge her practices. Once again,
the ugly double-sided nature of ethics rears its head. Many may recognize that ethi

.

cal misconduct is occurring, but few are willing to step forward and publicly voice
their concerns to the forensic community.
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What is extremely interesting in regard to this question is that all the
responses almost solely dealt with ethical issues as they relate( d) to courtroom or
legal circumstances. Although those types of responses were critical in the formation
of this thesis, it is intriguing to note that other ethical misconduct was only briefly
alluded to and highly ambiguous. Why other problems dealing with ethics were not
mentioned (i.e., plagiarism, inappropriate teacher/student relations, improper use of
funding, etc.) is highly fascinating. To some extent, these problems exist in every
discipline, so why were they not mentioned within forensic anthropology?

Question # 13: Have you ever testified in court?
Eighteen of the total respondents answered positively to this question: seven
of those Diplomates were certified in the 1970' s, six in the 80' s, and five in the 90's.
The decreasing percentages of those presenting expert witness testimony throughout
the three different decades is obvious. Essentially, all of those who were certified in
the 1970's (and responded to this questionnaire) have spent a considerable amount of
time in court. Diplomates from the other two decades have spent less time in the pro
fessional arena practicing forensic anthropology, and therefore have spent less time in
court.

Question #14: How many times and what types of cases?
Within each decade (out of the 18 respondents who answered positively):
those certified in the 1970's have testified in court an average of 34.5 times per
Diplomate, those certified in the 80's have testified an average of 28.3 times per
Diplomate, and those in the 90's have testified an average of only 4.2 times per
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Diplomate (see Table 2). Almost exclusively, the types of cases involve homicides.
A limited number of respondents indicated testimony from civil proceedings, but
these were very few. The above results indicate a substantial amount of time spent in
the American judicial system.
Table 2
Number of Times Certified Diplomates Appeared in Court per Decade
Decade

Number of Times in Court (approximate)

1970

242

1980

170

1990

21

Question #15:

If you were AWARE of a Forensic Anthropologist who testi

fied in court on issues that could not be substantiated by the available evidence, how
would you react and/or what action would you take?
The purpose of this question was essentially twofold. First, it surveyed a
respondent's course of action in dealing with issues of an ethical nature and
attempted to uncover the knowledge a Diplomate may have of the discipline's inter
nal structure for dealing with those issues. Secondly, it also indirectly urged a
respondent to use personal experiences to illustrate their involvement in such matters.
With only a few exceptions, all Diplomates responded that they would report the
incident to either the A.A.F.S., the A.B.F.A., or the court involved (i.e. judge or
opposing attorneys). The results collectively indicate that each generation of forensic
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anthropologist recognizes the authority of the A.RF.A and A.A.F.S. Committee on
Ethics for dealing with ethical malfeasance
and assigning disciplinary action. The
•
question that remains unanswered however, is ifDiplomates truly have reported inci
dents of presumed ethical misconduct. It is at this point where specific information
from the A.A.F.S. or A.RF.A ad hoc Committee on Ethics would be useful in deter
mining exactly how many incidents, if any, are reported from forensic anthropology
each year. It is this researchers opinion that although almost all of the respondents
say they would report an incident, few actually do. If we take the example of Dr.
Robbins' actions in the courtroom, one can see that the judicial system used her
expert testimony on numerous occasions over a number of years. This researcher
assumes that her peers likely knew that her techniques were unproven and on the
periphery of forensic anthropology, and that her involvement in the court may have
been ethically questionable. However, how many Diplomates truly took action to
challenge, either directly or indirectly, her courtroom testimony? Based upon the
answers given here, one would have assumed that nearly the whole community of
forensic anthropologists would be approaching the courts, the A.A.F.S., and the
A.RF.A with claims of ethical misconduct. Simply stated, the answers to this ques
tion seem more like "textbook" type answers that are not really being practiced
within the discipline.
Many of the respondents also mentioned that information from court trials
does not become part of the public or professional domain until after a trial is over,
essentially pointing out that ethical breaches committed by the forensic

anthropologist may well have become cold. I believe the intended point here is that if
ethical misconduct were occurring, it would be easier to approach or recognize while
it was taking place, or shortly thereafter.
To briefly summarize the finding based on this question, it seems that forensic
anthropologists recognize that ethical misconduct does in fact occur, and that they are
familiar with the chain-of-command so to speak, in dealing with ethical grievances.
However, since information from ethics committees is highly guarded, one is left to
wonder how often Diplomates actually report ethical misconduct.
Question # 16: In a similar situation, if you were ASKED or pressured by an
attorney or investigator to testify about claims which could not be substantiated by
the available evidence, what would you do?
Once again, this question was designed to uncover both opinion as well as
experience in the plaiting of forensic anthropology with the legal system. Numerous
papers, presentations, and monographs mention the pressure that at times is leveled
against the forensic expert by either side of the adversary system. Many resources
have uncovered the attempts of attorneys and investigators to win their case by
influencing experts to "prostitute" themselves, thereby having testimony tailored to
their own specifications. Almost every respondent answered a resounding "Refuse"
to this question. Perhaps the best way to categorize the responses is to liken them all
to the colorful return of one Diplomate, "[I would] tell them to shove it!" Many
respondents also indicated that they would advise the attorneys of the limits of their
expertise and why such matters could not be testified to. Additionally, about 50% of
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the respondents also indicated that if such pressure continued to occur, they would
approach the court or a supervisor and report the incident. It is worth asking here
however if this type of "reporting" is much like that of the "reporting" claimed in
question fifteen?
Overall, this question brings to bear something that has yet been mentioned or
discussed. That is the difference between opinion and just plain bad science. In this
case, bad science must be defined as being the improper application of science to
certain issues. The forensic anthropologists involved in the previously mentioned
Columbo/DeLuca and Hebel trials most likely meant no conscious ethical miscon

duct. However, each was asked to testify in an area new to forensic anthropology,
and as of yet, never before testified upon by a forensic anthropologist.
One must assume that as science and technology expand, and the population
finds new and more complex ways to harm each other, forensic anthropology will
always be forced with novel means of application. In this way, the guidelines of the
discipline must be flexible enough to deal with new circumstances. Since science is
only as broad as its practitioners are, the difference of opinion among forensic anthro
pologists is required to constantly both test and strengthen the discipline. However,
when one strays too far from the basis of the formalized discipline, the bonds of
science may be weakened.
Perhaps a simple example can illustrate this point. A convenience store is
robbed one night, its employees shot and killed, till looted, and the masked perpetra
tors filmed committing the crime by the stores surveillance tape. Shortly thereafter,

the police arrest a suspect and the case goes to trial. The prosecutor asks a forensic
anthropologist to testify that the videotaped image of the masked subject is the same
as the man charged in the offense. Some forensic anthropologists certainly would
flatly deny this request, others may honor it. Although opinions here may differ, are
we looking at bad science? As forensic anthropology currently exists, the answer
must be yes. To tie this all back into the question concerning pressure from the judi
cial system, it's not always the pressure to alter a scientific opinion, it's the pressure
to say no to a request that will push the science beyond the scope of its sanctioned
abilities.

Question # 17: Have you ever been pressured by an outside source to tailor,
modify, or otherwise alter your scientific analysis or courtroom testimony?
Four of the twenty-two respondents replied positively to this question: one
was certified in the 1970's; one in the 80's; and two in the 90's. Since the adversary
system is oftentimes more interested in winning cases than in understanding the
nature of scientific inquiry (Peterson, 1989), this researcher expected the number of
practitioners who were approached with requests to alter testimony of scientific
analysis to be greater in number. Since forensic anthropology has seen less time in
the judicial system than other forensic disciplines, one might assume that the more
employment it sees in court, the higher the positive responses to this question will be.
The small number of respondents approached with such requests, however, is
encouragmg.

Question # 18: What were the circumstances surrounding such pressure?
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Since only four respondents indicated that they had encountered certain
pressures to alter and/or tailor scientific analysis or courtroom testimony, each will be
discussed here to illustrate to the reader the different circumstances where such pres
sure can take place. For ease of presentation and comparison, and to protect those
involved, each occurrence will be case numbered and be discussed in general terms.
CASE # 1: an attorney requested that the forensic anthropologist involved in a
criminal case testify to stronger statements than could be supported by the
evidence. Even though this forensic anthropologist believed the opposing
expert to be stretching the truth, he or she remained very conservative in the
presentation of their scientific analysis.
CASE #2: this forensic anthropologist was requested to alter the time of death
as well as the evidence of injury.
CASE #3: this case involved the analysis of certain evidentiary material by
the forensic anthropologist. The law firm involved pressured the forensic
anthropologist to view the evidence as supporting their version of events.
This scientist remained steadfast however, and finally the law firm accepted
his/her analysis and the forensic anthropologist was not asked to testify.
CASE #4: this forensic anthropologist was asked to testify as to the age of a
particular individual based upon dental evidence. He/she refused however,
and the investigator moved on to find an expert who was willing to give the
age that the forensic anthropologist was not willing to give.
As can be seen from the few cases discussed above, the pressures from the
judicial system and the subsequent legal community can be very real and very com
prnmising. This researcher assumes that more of these types of requests will be made
in the future as the forensic anthropologist sees more time in court as a specialized
witness. Since many reports from forensic anthropologists are subsumed within the
report of forensic pathologists (Moenssens et al., 1995), it may be possible that a
forensic pathologist is the more likely candidate to see such pressures exacted.

Question #19: Are you familiar with the policy of the American Board of
Forensic Anthropology in dealing with ethics?
Sixteen of the respondents acknowledged familiarity with the A.B.F.A. policy
on dealing with ethics: five were certified in the 1970's, six in the 80's, and the
remaining five were certified in the 90's. These numbers are encouraging because
they indicate that Diplomates are familiar with the discipline's internal structure for
ethical inquest.
Question #20: Do you think the A.B.F.A. is taking the proper steps in dealing
with ethical issues?
Out of the Diplomates certified in the 1970's, four marked Yes, one No, and
two Don't Know. From Diplomates from the 1980's, three marked Yes, one No, and
four Don't Know. Of those Diplomates from the 1990's, five marked Yes, one No,
and one Don't Know. Out of the 16 respondents who admitted familiarity with the
A.B.F.A. practices regarding ethics [see question #19], only 11 (69%) believed that
the proper steps were being taken. This is important in the fact that critical dialogue
from practicing members is required in both structuring and restructuring the guide
lines surrounding ethical practice. Examples of why such steps are not proper are
discussed below.
Question #21: Briefly explain why you think the A.B.F.A. is not dealing with
such issues properly.
The issues brought about by this question seem to uncover opinions that may
not often be heard or even voiced to peers within the discipline. Even the Diplomates
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who answered yes to Question #22 had opinions to add. Many of the respondents felt
that the A.B.F.A. needed more "teeth" when it came to issues surrounding ethics.
However, others felt that dealing with ethics was a developmental process and that
the future will indeed hold advances for the A.B.F.A. in terms of its administrative
and functional roles. Yet others mentioned expediency, or lack thereof, and the fact
that the A.B.F.A. was not always as politic as possible in dealing with issues of an
ethical nature. As one respondent opined "the A.B.F.A. is not aggressive enough in
getting the message across as to what the ethics policy is" for practicing Diplomates.
For those who believed the A.B.F.A. was not appropriately handling ethical
issues, the main focus was on the policing of the non-board certified anthropologists
who were testifying in court on forensic material.

Many felt that the A.B.F.A.

needed to play a larger regulatory role in this matter. It is also important to mention
that one respondent replied that "too much fear by younger practitioners to challenge
established personnel in the field" may be another area where ethics becomes an
important issue. This is a very important opinion to keep in mind when questioning
the level of whistle-blowing, or lack thereof, that takes place by Diplomates of the
A.B.F.A.

Question #22: Likewise, are you familiar with the policy of the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences in dealing with ethical issues?
From the seventeen who responded positively to this question: five were
certified in the 1970's, six in the 80's, and the remaining six in the 90's.

Question #23: Do you think the A.A.F.S. is taking the proper steps in dealing

with ethical issues?
From those certified in the 1970's, three responded Yes, one No, and three
Don't Know. From the 1980's, five responded Yes, one No, and two Don't Know.
Those Diplomates from the 1990's, three responded with Yes, one No, and three
Don't Know.
Question #24: Briefly explain why you think the A.A.F.S. is not dealing with
such issues properly.
Interestingly, a number of respondents replied that they thought ethics needed
to be stressed more in the A.A.F.S., and not just an occasional theme. Additionally,
that more workshops and seminars needed to be made available to emphasize the
importance of professional ethics. This reply is interesting considering that 32%, or
only seven of the total respondents have taken part in ethical workshops conducted
by the A.B.F.A. or A.A.F.S. (see Question #4). It seems that recently, an increasing
amount of ethical dialogue has been taking place. It may only be that an increasing
amount of talk concerning an increasing amount of ethical dialogue is actually taking
place.
It was also mentioned that the A.A.F.S. may be too leery of political diffi
culties and that due to the fear of lawsuits, they are unwilling to move accordingly on
reported ethical misconduct. Once again, information from the A.A.F.S. or A.B.F.A.
ad hoc Committee on Ethics would be useful in determining how much action the
board sees on a yearly basis, and whether or not that action is increasing. Anyone
familiar with Law Enforcement knows that the fear of unnecessary lawsuits is a real
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and quite dismal outlook. It may be that slow action and reaction by the A.A.F.S.
and A.B.F.A. regarding ethical issues, either directly or indirectly, avoids these types
of damaging lawsuits.
Another important point here is the lack of knowledge of the A.A.F.S. ethics
policy by eight (36%) of the respondents. Considering that the written policy on
ethics is explicitly stated within the A.A.F.S. Bylaws, does a lack of understanding of
current ethical dialogue on a disciplinary basis leave these Diplomates at a dis
advantage?
Question #25: In your opinion, what is the number one ethical problem or
dilemma now faced by Forensic Anthropologists?
The obvious nature of this question was to provide a means for respondents to
voice their opinions or concerns involving ethical issues within the discipline. The
responses ranged in nature from a simple statement to a page in length. With an
overwhelming majority of the responses however, the number one ethical concern
listed by Diplomates was the involvement of non-board certified anthropologists in
forensic casework. As one respondent replied, the problem is "'physical anthropolo
gists' who consider themselves 'forensic anthropologists' by default." Many times,
law enforcement may not realize that a physical anthropologist is not a forensic
anthropologist, and that a high degree of specialized training separates the two. One
might assume that had this researcher surveyed all of those "forensic" anthropologists
who had testified in court on forensic issues, the target group for respondents would
have increased twofold. Since the A.B.F.A. and the A.A.F.S. are not policing agen-

cies, the continued use of non-board certified members by law enforcement in a pro
fessional capacity may certainly damage the discipline as a whole. If these "experts"
are aiding law enforcement without proper training or experience, the results could be
disastrous for the image and use of forensic anthropology.
Other important issues also came to light from the Diplomates responses to
this question. Most of these issues concerned forensic anthropologists moving into
areas traditionally not included within forensic anthropology. Of these, entomology
was specifically mentioned. One could also assume that areas such as shoe/boot/
footprint evidence also would fit into this category. The direction of the responses
indicated that numerous Diplomates were uneasy about forensic anthropology
expanding its scope without either first creating, or maintaining a proper scientific
framework. Specifically suggested was the ability to keep abreast of knowledge
within the discipline, the lack of training in scientific dialogue to address certain
issues, and the "willingness to use techniques that are not thoroughly tested and
accepted" by anthropologists.
Some other peripheral comments dealt with the admission of new students in
regard to job demand (or lack thereof), and issues surrounding the retention and use
of case material after it has been cleared in court. It also must be mentioned that
there was one respondent who did not reply to this question and another who
responded with "I don't think ethics is a problem." With the above mentioned issues
providing insight, one can see that forensic anthropologists certainly are aware of
ethical issues, and especially how these issues relate to other more broadly based
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circumstances.
Question #26: What question(s) concerning ethics (or more specifically the
breach of) in Forensic Anthropology haven't I asked that you may feel is (are)
pertinent to my topic, and how would you approach these questions?

Overall, this question was left relatively blank by the respondents. The author
must therefore assume that the questions included in the survey amply uncovered the
most important issues surrounding ethics in the discipline, and also provided suffi
cient areas for personal elaboration upon ethical opinions. There were however, a
few questions that some Diplomates thought would benefit this survey. Interestingly,
most of the recommendations for further questions involved the regulation of the
forensic anthropologist in court. This included whether or not non-Diplomates
should be discriminated against by medico-legal agencies because they have not been
certified by the A.B.F.A. Similarly, as one respondent wrote, "should Diplomates of
the A.B.F.A. be regarded by medico-legal agencies as the only suitable expert wit
nesses in cases presented in court?" Another recommendation for questioning was
whether or not forensic anthropologists should "actively" advertise their services to
the agencies involved in the judicial system. Additionally, if forensic anthropologists
should notify the opposing side in judicial proceedings when they discover an
unqualified individual providing testimony on issues of forensic anthropology. This
researcher believes that the answer to this question is blatantly obvious, of course
they should.
Finally, a recommendation for a query that would not be so much a survey
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question as it would be a personal question for Diplomates and administrators in the
A.B.F.A.: "What will happen to control of ethics in the A.B.F.A./A.A.F.S. as mem
bership grows to the level when we no longer know one another?" One can only
hope that forensic scientists proceed to confront ethical issues head on and continue
the motive to deal with the topic. The above survey results indicate however, that
more Diplomates should be active in dealing with issues of an ethical nature. With
out continued dialogue on the subject, problems regarding disciplinary and personal
misconduct will only compound, and in this regard, the A.B.F.A. will weaken and
possibly fail in its professional applications.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
This survey has provided valuable clues as to the level of ethical dialogue and
knowledge of ethical issues among Diplomates of the A.B.F.A. Unfortunately, it has
also uncovered some major problems within the discipline dealing with ethics that,
without modification, may unalterably scar the face of forensic anthropology.
Although ethical issues are gaining an increasing amount of interest as a specific dis
ciplinary area of concern, these issues are still relatively absent from published work
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within the discipline. It is interesting to search in a few of the major textbooks in
forensic anthropology for issues involving ethics. An examination of the indices of
some of the major texts reveals that the word "ethics" is completely absent (e.g., see
El-Najjar & McWilliams, 1978; !scan & Kennedy, 1989; Krogman & !scan, 1986;
Rogers, 1987; Stewart, 1979). Even some of the more recent work lacks the heading
of "ethics" in the indices (see Maples & Browning, 1994; Rhine, 1998). Are we to
assume then that issues regarding ethics are largely only seen as minor points of con
tention, if actually mentioned at all? The survey indicates that Diplomates recognize
ethical issues, so what are the reasons that they are still largely absent from major
works within the discipline? It may be that a pervasive attitude among scientists is
that ethics should be an area of discussion for the discipline as a whole, but not in
their own practice. After all, don't most scientists see themselves as being ethical? It
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always seems to be the "other" scientist who is unethical.
As the survey results indicate, the topic of ethics is a recognized area of con
cern, but seemingly has been taken little farther on an individual basis than just being
recognized. Unfortunately, the topic has long been weighed with the baggage of
theoretical density, situational difficulty, and sensitive self-questioning.

In this

regard, it seems easier to talk about ethics from a distant standpoint (i.e., "I recognize
that John Q. Scientist has been engaged in unethical practices") than from a formal
query into one's own actions (i.e., "Are my own actions completely ethical, or do I
open myself to ethical breaches by my professional activities?"). Grievously, this
type of self-questioning is largely what the discipline is lacking. The A.A.F.S. has
begun to provide general and disciplinary approaches to the issue of ethics, but what
remains to be seen is initiative from individuals regarding how ethics and ethical
issues play a role in their everyday practice.
Another area of weakness in forensic anthropology concerning ethical issues
revolves around the level of formalized ethical training undertaken and completed by
Diplomates. Although in recent years plenary sessions and workshops have become
increasingly available for scientific researchers concerning ethics, the survey results
indicate that Diplomates are not taking advantage of these sessions. In fact, a few
respondents even indicated that the A.B.F.A. and the A.A.F.S. need to stress these
types of sessions more. However, the survey results indicate that even if this is
accomplished, Diplomates still may neglect to attend. The survey replies also show
that almost all Diplomates either mentor or advise students in the discipline. Like
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any other discipline, the mentoring and training of future students is required to
ensure the strength and capabilities of the sciences. Unfortunately, technical instruc
tion seems to outweigh the teaching of ethical issues. As the respondents' indicated,
classroom instruction regarding ethics often consists of nothing more than informal
discussions regarding general topics.
Recently a survey was conducted to discover, among.. other things, the mini
mum number of students forensic anthropologists are responsible for training each
year. According to Galloway and Simmons (1997:798), forensic anthropologists
train approximately 616 undergraduates and 129 graduate students with a specific
focus on forensic anthropology each year. The results of the survey sent out by this
researcher show that professional instruction by Diplomates in forensic anthropology
is woefully lacking in proper ethical instruction. If Galloway and Simmons' data is
correct (keep in mind, they sought to identify the minimum number of students with a
specific focus in forensic anthropology taught each year), then educational and pro
fessional training programs are producing large numbers of students who may be
completely unprepared for "real world" ethical dilemmas.

As Galloway and

Simmons (1997:801) state,
Thus, at present, the issue of training large numbers of students without
proper caution and regard for the implications of misrepresentation must be
re-examined. We certainly feel that all forensic anthropology courses should
minimally contain a discussion of the certification process, legal responsi
bilities, and ethics (italics added).
Not only is the topic of ethics often weighed down by complex and difficult
theoretical dimensions, it is also a topic few scientists neither understand well nor

feel comfortable teaching to others. The rapid pace of science has placed ethics and
issues surrounding ethical discourse in an oftentimes inferior position to more tech
nological topics. As the forensic sciences see further specialization and technological
sophistication, there has been a "growing pressure to minimize coursework which
does not advance the technical skills of students" (Peterson, 1988).

This may

increase the technological base of forensic scientists, but unfortunately may leave ser
ious questions surrounding the application of the scientific process in real time situa
tions. Although the laboratory must remain a mainstay for the scientist, without the
proper application of scientific principles in the real world, the discipline fails in its
utility. As Lang (1998:225) has stated, "the educational system at all levels fails to
teach properly how to respond critically to tendentious questions." An increasing
number of educational facilities and professional groups have recognized this fact.
Since science has become increasingly complex and technical, more and more col
leges and universities are recognizing that students need to be better equipped to deal
with issues of an ethical nature. In an attempt to teach students about the responsi
bilities of the scientist and proper scientific conduct, the National Institutes of Health
[NIH] have mandated that grant recipients take courses in ethics (Macrina & Munro,
1993; Reiser & Heitman, 1993). No matter what the level of the student, or their spe
cific discipline, the NIH recommends courses that deal with topics such as the
responsible use of human or animal subjects, conflicts of interest, responsible author
ship, and data management (Macrina & Munro, 1993). It seems that scientists and
educational facilities have recognized that technological specialization is of no use if
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it cannot be applied appropriately and honestly.
The 1970's saw a rapid expansion in the interest of professional ethics among
law schools and lawyers. In the backwash of Watergate, there was a determined
effort to strengthen the knowledge and application of legal ethics (Mangan, 1998).
Even in light of the jokes and quips that still surround the public perception of a
lawyer's "win at all costs" demeanor, the legal arena has made significant and formal
moves to incorporate ethical issues into its repertoire. In fact, the bar exam has a sec
tion specifically devoted to professional ethics and has recently been expanded to fur
ther prepare students and survey the current state of ethics among lawyers. Many
universities and colleges have expanded their ethics courses in both size and structure
to incorporate simulations or scenarios which reduce the amount of theoretical read
ing and increase the amount of applied role-playing exercises such as those of
Temple, Fordham, and Northwestern Universities (Mangan, 1998). These courses
are designed to place the student in an active role, faced with a simulation of a real
life or hypothetical situation. In this regard, the confines of a relatively profes
sionally "safe" classroom are lessened and the student may receive a more accurate
view of what a real situation may entail, and their reaction to it. Many of the scenar
ios, and subsequent student actions, are then discussed in a general forum or seminar
type format where all students provide opinions and constructive criticism regarding
the scenario. These types of courses offer a valid arena for ethical dialogue where the
stu-\dent becomes an active participant and is able to apply his or her own thoughts
and actions on a professional level. It is no hidden fact that ethics and ethical issues
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are an area often avoided by the average student. Even though ethical dialogue is
increasing in the sciences, many seem to avoid the topic. This is likely due to the
complex situational and moral differences often brought about by ethical dilemmas.
Researchers may recognize the oftentimes sensitive nature of ethical deliberation and
run the opposite way. This is probably the case with many students as well. Since
ethics is often closely associated with sometimes thick and difficult theoretical read
ing, it may be that this theory overload diverts students into other areas of interest.
Therefore, creating courses on ethics and ethical issues needs to be very interactive
and progressive in its classroom and teaching format. However, forensic anthro
pology can and should learn from its neighbor, the judicial system. Since forensic
anthropology, by definition, is tied to the adversary system, forensic anthropologists
should be aware of the ethical dimensions involved in the legal field.

Courses

, Munro,
designed for ethical instruction in both the biological sciences (Macrina &

1993; Reiser & Heitman, 1993) and the legal field (Mangan, 1998), can provide valu
able information as to the creation of similar courses for the forensic anthropologist.
Recently, a number of authors have researched the creation and maintenance
of ethical courses in the sciences (Macrina & Munro, 1993; Peterson, 1988; Reiser &
Heitman, 1993). Without exception, these researchers believe that ethical courses
should be highly fluid in their guidelines. Proponents for ethical courses in the
sciences recognize the importance of the evolution of the course to meet the ever
changing technological and social climate. As Reiser and Heitman (1993) indicate,
the formation of an ethical course really should consist of distinctive steps designed

to keep both interest in and a focus on ethical issues. This includes active participa
tion from the faculty and integrating the course into the curriculum at an appropriate
time. Although this topic has been discussed elsewhere (Macrina & Munro, 1993;
Peterson, 1988; Reiser& Heitman, 1993), it is important for this thesis to touch upon
the formation and maintenance of specific courses on ethics in the sciences.
Research may show that ethical courses are difficult to design and maintain consider
ing such issues as the fast pace of science, the sometimes tedious nature of theory,
and sensitive self-questioning. But ethical courses have been operating and benefit
ing students in the sciences. In this regard, the forensic sciences in general need to be
better versed in how the discipline can better prepare its representatives for practice
in non-classroom situations. Forensic anthropology, on both a personal and disci
plinary basis, needs to awake from its purely scientific slumber and take notice of the
other factors (i.e., ethics) which affect the discipline.
Another area of serious concern for the discipline is the number of non-board
certified members who are testifying as "forensic" anthropologists in court. An over
riding point in almost all of the survey replies was mention of this topic. As stated
earlier, there is a high degree of specialized training that differentiates a forensic
anthropologist from a physical anthropologist. Although the difference between the
two may seem slight to an attorney, judge, or jury, the implications for either the mis
application or unprofessional presentation of the discipline can lead to grave conse
quences. This topic may be a sensitive one for the field of physical anthropology in
general.

Since forensic anthropology is the prodigy of physical anthropology,
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physical and forensic anthropologists are inextricably interwoven. This however,
does not mean that the two are interchangeable. Although the professional member
ship in the field of forensic anthropology has been somewhat exclusive, the field is
expanding both in its scope and body of members. In essence, the field has become
more available for students to explore. In all honesty, the field is definitely intriguing
and exciting. Even the general public has a fascinated interest in all things forensic,
as the popularity of television shows that deal with topics such as emergency room
trauma, law enforcement, and the forensic sciences skyrockets. It is perhaps this
excitement that plays a part in attracting scientists to the field of forensics. Another
possibility is the notoriety that some scientists may enjoy by playing roles in high
profile cases which generate much publicity. With this stated, it is easy to see why
participation in such fields is increasing. However, the excitement which generates
interest in such fields can also cloud certain important factors not readily visible. A
simple explanation can illustrate this point quite readily. For instance, the television
show Cops, which broadcasts camera crew ride-alongs with Law Enforcement agen
cies is highly popular with the viewing public. Viewers are riveted by real footage of
high-speed pursuits, drunk driving arrests, and incidents of domestic violence. How
ever, the televised imagery is absent of the hours of tedious paperwork involved in
such scenarios, the sometimes horrendous social consequences of crime, and the
internal workings of the criminal justice system which are not so glamorous. The
same could be said of forensic anthropology. Yes, it is exciting. Yes, it is intriguing.
But it also consists of hours upon hours of scientific study, research projects, and
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oftentimes not so glamorous library inquiry. Perhaps the hoopla created by the
wonderful advances in technology have unfortunately led to unqualified physical
anthropologists to testify in areas that are not specifically suited to them.
It is obvious by reading thus far that this thesis is primarily concerned with
the state of ethics among forensic anthropologists specifically in the courtroom. The
survey however, was entitled "Survey of the State of Ethics in Forensic
Anthropology." The reasons for this were
• twofold. First, to provide a framework

with which to gauge ethical dialogue within the discipline, the survey itself needed to
be somewhat general in nature. By identifying ethics from a general standpoint, a
foundation was created to gauge specific questions that sought to uncover ethical
ideas and dialogue within the courtroom. Although the survey consisted largely of
questions dealing with general ethical concerns, only a few questions were pointedly
directed at specific ethical issues within, or as they related to court. Secondly, it gave
respondents the obligation of directing their responses. On a general level, this
pointed the way to major areas of concern in reference to ethics. More specifically, it
also uncovered personal experience and knowledge of ethical misdeeds or mis
conduct. It is extremely interesting to note that almost all of the respondents' replies
dealt only with ethical issues as they arose in, or were related to, courtroom actions.
Even though those responses were instrumental in the formation and completion of
this thesis, this researcher finds it very interesting that almost all the responses were
devoid of ethical breaches in other areas of the discipline. Once or twice was an
ethical problem mentioned concerning an area other than related to the courtroom,
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and even then they were only briefly alluded to and highly ambiguous. By nature,
forensic anthropology must at some level be tied to the adversary system. However,
there certainly are the possibilities of ethical breaches in areas of the discipline not
specifically related to the judicial process. All sciences can be plagued by incidents
such as plagiarism, incorrect alterations of data in scientific study, and improper
teacher/student conduct. Why these types of incidents were not mentioned more by
Diplomates is a unique area of interest. For instance, why didn't more Diplomates
mention the problems surrounding the blatant misidentification of war dead by the
Central Identification Laboratory in Hawaii (CILHI)? In this researcher's opinion,
this is definitely an area that should have been mentioned considering the breaching
of professional ethics. Another area that should have been mentioned is the treatment
of human remains from international casework. Are ethical considerations being
taken in regard to the collection and use of these remains in scientific study? The fact
that these issues were not reported on the surveys is an area of peculiar interest. It is
possible that more examples of ethical misconduct were not mentioned due to the fact
that the survey does not specifically define ethics as it relates to professional conduct.
If Diplomates were given a specific base with which to judge ethical misconduct,
perhaps more of the above instances would have been mentioned.
Although the major downfalls uncovered by the surveys concerning the topic
of ethics have been discussed above, there also were some encouraging results
exposed.

For instance, all of those Diplomates who answered that they were

responsible for mentoring or training students in forensic anthropology (see Survey
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Question #9) replied that they also instruct those students on ethical issues. Although
this thesis has already discussed the problems with those Diplomates own level of
ethical education and the poor formalization of ethical instruction, the fact that they
are indeed relaying concern for ethics, even on a very general level, is important.
The more that Diplomates are aware of ethical issues, the more they then can relay to
their students. If the trend of ethical awareness in the forensic sciences continues,
then students are sure to benefit through instruction from their teachers and mentors.
Another area of encouragement comes from the results of question number
seventeen, which surveys the pressure forensic anthropologists have felt from attor
neys or investigators to alter scientific analyses.

Only four of the twenty-two

Diplomates had met with such pressure. Although this type of pressure will surely
always be found in the adversary system, the fact that more forensic anthropologists
have not yet been approached with such requests to alter or obfuscate legitimate
scientific analyses is encouraging. As Peterson (1989) charges, the adversary system
is often more interested in winning cases than understanding the true nature of scien
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tific inquiry. As long as this fact exists, it seems that pressures from either the prose
cution or defense will also exist. Until the judicial system is better versed on the
scientific process, blatant suggestions to alter scientific presentation or analysis in
court are sure to remain. In this regard, forensic anthropology, as well as the forensic
sciences in general, has a duty to continue increasing the dialogue between science
and the law.
Finally, it is important to mention that the majority of the Diplomates are

familiar with the policy on ethics of both the A.B.F.A. and the A.A.F.S. It is vital
that researchers are well-acquainted with the ethical codes that govern a discipline's
membership, be it forensic anthropology or another. This not only ensures that a
member knows the guidelines in which he or she should be practicing, but also cre
ates a formalized chain-of-action so to speak, for grievances dealing with issues of an
ethical nature. If a scientist is familiar with the processes concerning formalized
complaints within the discipline, it seems natural to assume that they would be more
likely to report ethical misconduct. Although this did not work in cases such as
Buckley v. Fitzsimmons (1994), one can only assume that the future will learn from
past mistakes. This is an important fact considering the critical role that forensic
anthropology can play in the outcome of any particular court case.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
This thesis has defined the term ethics in its broadest and most general sense,
as a shared or group morality. Throughout time, common sense has largely been the
basis for ethical dialogue. For centuries the age-old advice to be honest, and not to
steal or cheat has provided society with guidelines for action, judging ethical issues,
and keeping morality the driving process in law making.
existed in a different realm.

Science however, has

Although basic individual ethical beliefs color all

aspects of a scientist's everyday actions, the scientific process itself challenges tradi
tional views of reality. In this manner, ethics must meet the ever-changing face of
technological know-how, or rather, technological change should force researchers to
be cognizant of the sometimes disparate roles between science and a traditional ethi
cal value system. Within the last two decades technology has enabled science to
become much more highly complex, and in so doing, has created new situations with
which conventional ethical thought is not always prepared to deal. In this regard, the
forensic sciences, and more specifically forensic anthropology, have been faced with
new and exciting advances in technology which continually test the boundaries and
conventional views of ethical thought. However, before attempting to understand
and deal with issues that challenge current ethical thought, a discipline must seek to
understand its own level and state of ethical dialogue and action. This may require
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such aspects as surveying members on their level of both individual and disciplinary
ethical knowledge and performance, studying instances of ethical misconduct and
identifying alternate courses of action, and providing open lines of communication
specifically designed for ethical inquest in the face of an ever-changing social para
digm.
This thesis illustrates that forensic anthropology has lacked specific motiva
tion in dealing with ethical issues. Is this rare? Certainly not. Many other disci
plines encounter the same problems with ethical dialogue and inquiry. This is possi
bly due to the complex nature of ethical theory and the oftentimes situational difficul
ties where personal morality may be questioned. However, forensic anthropology
serves a dual purpose. On one hand, it is a part of the driving force that has enabled
science to expand rapidly and become increasingly complex. On the other hand, it
has allowed the adversary system a specialized means with which to aid judges,
juries, and attorneys in the judicial use of scientific evidence. In this regard, forensic
anthropology has a specific and important duty. The application of forensic anthro

,
pology to worldly dilemmas carries with it incredible weight. Since the outcome of
the discipline's scientific inquiry may mean incarceration, death, or strict penalties
for either individuals or institutions, forensic anthropologists must remain unsullied
in the employment of their science. This thesis has uncovered specific weaknesses in
ethical thought, action, and dialogue within the discipline.
The history of applied ethics within the forensic sciences in general has been
somewhat slow moving. This is not surprising since ethical issues have historically
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played catch-up to the fast pace of science. Even other non-scientific disciplines
have found it necessary to work through problems concerning ethics and the applica
tion of sometimes disparate individual or specific mores or belief systems and values.
As technology expands, the boundaries of ethical thought are challenged. As disci
plinary roles expand, and more individuals are found practicing those disciplines, the
basis for ethical thought increases exponentially. What may be a "cut and dried"
revelation for one person may be the opposite for another. In this regard, the rapid
expanse of the forensic sciences has brought with it both an increasing number of
practitioners as well as a broadening base for ethical dialogue. As Schroeder (1976:
751) has stated, the "ancient prohibitions not to lie, not to cheat, and not to steal" no
longer are adequate for regulating the conjoining of law and science. Although the
basic premise remains the same, ethical thought now requires more than simply being
a "good" scientist. The definition of "good" has changed in the face of increasing
technology. The history of applied, or professional ethics within the A.A.F.S. has
shown this change in ethical practice and dialogue. Although ethics has most likely
not enjoyed the proper time and study it is due, it has become an increasing area of
concern.

Both individual scientists and research institutions have realized that

science no longer fulfills its obligations if it cannot be conducted appropriately and
honestly. The A.A.F.S. has seen an augmented level of ethical thought and delibera
tion. More and more plenary sessions and seminars have been specifically devoted to
the topic. A few sanctioned disciplines within the A.A.F.S. have taken the topic of
ethics a step or two further by increasing the amount of published monographs,
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surveys, research papers, and presentations involving ethics as a primary area of con
cern. Notably among these are the fields of forensic document examination and
forensic psychiatry. These disciplines have not only recognized that ethics is a major
concern in the twentieth century, but also attempted to understand the level of ethical
dialogue among their practitioners, thereby both strengthening and preparing the dis
cipline for further scientific advancement.
As mentioned before however, the forensic sciences are no different from any
other discipline in regard to ethical concerns. The legal system has been plagued
with ethical difficulties for decades. In the 1960's however, scandals like Watergate
fueled public dissatisfaction with the discipline and forced the legal system to reeval
uate personal values and ethical conduct, or misconduct among its membership. The
actions of the legal system, and other disciplines closely associated with it can be
examples for the field of forensic anthropology in terms of questioning its own level
of ethical dialogue and action. The bar exam for lawyers has contained questions
dealing with ethical concerns since the 1960's (Mangan, 1998). Would forensic
anthropology benefit if a portion of the certification exam for Diplomates were
devoted to ethical questions? The answer is undoubtedly yes. However, how would
the A.B.F.A. implement such a section?

The answer to this question is not as

straightforward as it seems. For instance, this chapter has briefly discussed the dif
ferences in ethical thought brought about by different social mores among practi
tioners of the discipline. Once again we must be forced with the differences between
professional opinion and actually transgressing ethical boundaries. Although this
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thesis has defined ethics as being a group morality, groups are made of thinking and
acting individuals. What one may be willing to analyze and testify on, another may
perceive as ethical misconduct. Considering this disparity, how does a certification
board choose ethical dilemmas for questioning, and better yet, who would grade the
responses and how would they do so? An increasing amount of ethical questions are
being found in some discipline's certification exams. However, considering the rela
tively new interest concerning ethical dialogue within forensic anthropology, the dis
cipline has a long way to go before it implements such questions on its own certifica
tion exams.
Another area of concern for forensic anthropology is the courtroom. This the
sis has illustrated quite clearly that the judicial system is often unprepared for dealing
with issues of a scientific nature. Although the Daubert ruling has proved beneficial
in plaiting science with the law, the remnants of Frye still prevail in some courts.
Oftentimes the old and outdated uses of science are still being employed to display
scientific evidence to judges and juries. This is another area where forensic anthro
pology can strengthen its scientific rigor in the courtroom. Forensic scientists in gen
eral need to continue the dialogue between science and the law.

If lawyers are

unaware of the proper processes for scientific inquiry, they cannot always be blamed
for promoting unethical alterations or presentation of scientific evidence.
The difficulties between science and the law present another dilemma. If
judges, juries, and lawyers are not properly versed in the capabilities of the discipline,
both forensic anthropology and the adversary system are damaged.

Forensic
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anthropologists may be placed in situations where breaching ethical boundaries can
occur. The adversary system is then given an improperly vague understanding of the
discipline to base its knowledge of the capabilities of forensic anthropology. The
cases of Dr. Robbins' illustrate this all too clearly. Although Dr. Robbins likely
meant no conscious ethical misconduct, the overzealous use of her methods doubt
lessly marred forensic anthropology proper. It is also at this point where questions
arise about the testimony of non-board certified anthropologists. The surveys show
that this is a specific area of concern for Diplomates. Once again, the differences
between physical and forensic anthropology must be stressed.

If the courts are

accepting testimony from unqualified individuals, the breaching of ethical boundaries
is more likely to occur. The implications here for misconduct are clear. In this
regard, Diplomates should be more vocal and play a larger role in attempting to regu
late who is able to testify under the heading of a "forensic anthropologist."
Science, by nature, must make mistakes to grow and expand in its capabili
ties. Forensic anthropology, being a part of science, is then also required to make its
share of mistakes, and learn accordingly. This researcher, however, feels strongly
that in a court of law, forensic anthropology must confine itself to its scientific foun
dations. Although the judicial system is often impressed with highly technical jar
gon, colorfully specific illustrations, and personal qualifications, this obviously does
not always signify that an expert truly is an expert. In this researcher's opinion, the
cases of Dr. Robbins represent a blatant misuse of the discipline in a court of law.
Despite the fact that her intentions of expanding the science were appropriate,
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footwear impression analysis is not an area of expertise among forensic anthro
pologists. Although it is easy to see why the courts accepted her testimony, it is inap
propriate that more of her peers did not approach either the courts or the A.A.F.S. and
report her testimony as being outside the realm of forensic anthropology.
The cases of Hebel and Columbo also indicate areas where forensic anthro
pologists have overstepped the boundaries of the discipline. Although these cases are
not as blatant as those of Dr. Robbins, they do represent a misuse of the discipline as
it is currently defined. In this thesis, I have defined forensic anthropology rigidly.
When one considers the duty of the forensic anthropologist in court, then a very spe
cific and strong foundation must be used. Any new or expanded application of foren
sic anthropology must be scientifically validated before being presented in court.
This survey has presented forensic anthropology with a starting point for con
sidering ethical dialogue and practice within the discipline.

The replies from

Diplomates have been both educational and intriguing. As a start for ethical inquiry,
the survey has produced valuable results that can both gauge the current status of eth
ical issues as well as provide direction for future avenues of research. In any event,
ethics must no longer be dealt with so casually. Time spent as expert witnesses by
forensic anthropologists is sure to increase as science enjoys an increasing role in the
adversary process. To strengthen and honor the boundaries of this discipline, practi
tioners need to be aware of the escalating disparity that is taking place between
science and traditional ethical value systems.
Recently in Illinois, a man was released from prison.

This middle aged

African American male had been incarcerated for the better part of twenty years for
the sexual assault and murder of a young, white female. After being so long impri
soned, the advancements in the forensic sciences, specifically DNA analysis, enabled
the judicial system to see that they had imprisoned an innocent man. In the early
years of forensic science, and in the often racially biased justice system of the 1960's
and 70' s, many may have been imprisoned for crimes that they did not commit. Only
recently have advancements in the forensic sciences enabled researchers to see where
once was only darkness.

Technological advancements have been incredible and

undeniably exciting. As actors in this explosion of scientific know-how, the forensic
anthropologist must avoid getting lost in the technological fog so to speak, and
remain tied to traditional disciplinary foundations that have served the field well for
decades.
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Human Sut>,ects lnst�ulonal Rew,w Board

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSllY
Date:

10 August 1998

To:·

Robert Sundick, Principal Investigator
Brent Benzing, Student In��:!�;ltc r
, {)

From: Richard Wright, Chair
Re:

�

� .

J:d:..

Q '. M() ·

HSIRB Project Number 98-07--05

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled ''The State
of Ethics in Forensic Anthropology" has been approved under the exempt
category of review by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. The
conditions and duration of this approval arc specified in the Policies of Western
Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as described
in the application.
Please note that you may only conduct this research exactly in the fonn it was
approved. You must seek specific board approval for any changes in this project.
You must also seek rcapproval if the project extends beyond the termination date
noted below. In addition if there arc any unanticipated adverse reactions or
unanticipated events associated with the conduct of this research, you should
immediately suspend the proJcct and contact the Chair of the HSIRB for
consultation.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
Approval Termination:

10 August 1999

Appendix C
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Conege of Ans anc Soences
Deoar.ment of Aru,.,,.00010g,

Kalama.."00. Mocn,gan 49008-5032
616 387-3969
FAX: 616 387-39!?9
E-Mail: ANTI-!ROCGWWMICH.EDU

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSl1Y
WC57E�N MICHl:3A'.\: lJN1v�::.s·-;

H. S. l. R. B.

Ac::,r:vec for \l!e �:· :"If Yf!� tr:� ::-us c::f·

AUG 1 0 1998

x

Y FOrl R. vJe1c �
HSIRB Ch:lir

A, the 50th :innu:i! meetings of the American .-\::idemy of Forensic Sciences in
S:in Francis:o the Physical Anthropology section scheduled :i session on "Forensic
.-\nthropoiogy :ind the Counroom." A number of the ?Jpers in th:it session de:ilt with
some issues of ethics in Forensic Science and more specifically. e:hics in Forensic
Anthropology. In addition. other sections within the A.A.F.S. :i.lso h:id papers presented
which de::ilt with ethics and ethic::il issues. The recer.: :mnouncement of the Midwest
Bio:i.r::h:i.eoiogy :ind Forensic Anthropology Associ:i.:..ion meetings. to be held in Ocwber
of ! 99S. :i.isc lists a session on ethics.
As;: result of this recent concern with the issl.!e of e:hics in the Forensic Sciences.
I h:.:ve decided to write my M.A. thesis on the subjec: of ethics in Forensic Anthropology.
l :im doing this work in conjunction with my :idviso�. Dr. Roben I. Sundick of Western
�1ichig:i.n unive�sity's Dep:i.rtment of Anthropology. In my thesisl will be ex::imining
the issue of ethics in the Forensic Sciences in gener:i:. :ind then I will be looking more
speciii:::i.liy at e:hics policies :i.dopted by v:i.nous proiession:il org:i.niz:i.tions including the
Ame:ic::in Bo:ird of Forensic Anthropology. As a p:ir: of the thesis l would like to le:irn
how :i.w:ire Dipiom:ites of the Americ:in Bo:ird of Forensic Anthropology :ire of scientific
e:hics. :ind how they de::il with the issue of ethics in Liieir everyd:iy pr:ictice. including the
te::i::hing and mentonng of students.
l :lrn therefore sending a copy of the enclose:: survey to :ill of the Diplomates of
the American Bo:ird of Forensi::: Anthropology for the:r input. The survey results. of
course. will be :inonymous so do no: put your n:i.me :l::ywhere on the fonn. You m:i.y
choose to not :mswe� any questi on :ind simply k:i.ve 1: bl:ink. The results will only be
me:.::-iingfu'. if:: m:i._io:ity of you responc. sol encou:::!ge you to cc;-;-;plete the survey
cont:iined hereir. and return it in the enclosed self-:i.c:�essed enveiope immediately. It
should t::ike less than twenty minutes to complete the fonn. Returning the survey
indic:ites your consent for the use of the answers yoi.: supply. Should any questions arise
pe:1aining to the survey or the research in general, l have included both telephone
numbers and E-m:iil addresses of myself :ind Dr. Sundick. The panicipant may also
contact the Chair. Hum:i.n SubJects Institutional Review Board (616-387-8293) or the
Vice President for Rese:i.rch (6 l 6-3S7-8::?.98) if ques::ons or probiems arise during the
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course of the study. This consent document has been approved for use for one year by
the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board (HSIRB) as indicated by the stamped
date and signature of the board chair in the upper right comer of both pages. You should
not participate in this research if the comers do not have a stamped date and signature.
I thank you in advance for your assistance and hope that the results of my survey
will be of use to you and the profession when I present them at a future meeting of the
A.A.F.S. Any questions, comments, or criticisms are cenainly welcome.

Sincerely,

Brent D. Benzing
Master of Arts candidate
Department of Anthropology
Western Michigan University
Phone: (616) 387-3970
E-mail: x93benzing@wmich.edu

Robert I. Sundick, Ph.D., D.A.B.F.A.
Professor of Anthropology
Department of Anthropology
Western Michigan University
Phone: (616) 387-3967
E-mail: sundick@wmich.edu

AppendixD
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SURVEY OF THE STATE OF ETHICS IN FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY
(Please use the back of each page for supplemental answer space as needed.)
1. In what year were you certified by the American Board of Forensic Anthropology?
2. Have you completed any formal coursework that dealt specifically with ethics or
ethical issues in Forensic Anthropology or the Forensic Sciences? Yes_ No_.
(If"No", skip to question #4.)
3. Briefly describe this coursework (where it was offered, specific focus, etc.):

4. Have you attended any workshops or seminars that dealt with ethical issues in
Forensic Anthropology or the Forensic Sciences? Yes_ No_.
(If"No", skip to question #6.)
5. Briefly describe any workshops/seminars attended (was it worthwhile, was
relevant material covered, etc.):

6. Have you read any books, monographs, reports, etc. on ethical issues in Forensic
Anthropology or the Forensic Sciences? Yes_ No_.
(If"No", skip to question #8.)
7. Of these readings please list what you believe to be the five most important
references and/or which would you recommend to students or colleagues:

8. Are you currently or have you trained or served as a mentor for students in
Forensic Anthropology? Yes_ No_.
(If"No", skip to question #11.)
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9. Do you spend any time teaching ethics or ethical issues to those students?
No
Yes
10. Briefly explain the format of your classroom ethical instruction (If you do
specifically teach ethical issues in the classroom, please send your course
syllabus and reading list.):

11. Have you ever been aware of a breach of ethics in the field of Forensic
Anthropology in regard to an issue either yourself or someone else was involved
No
in? Yes
(If "No", skip to question #13.)
12. What were the circumstances surrounding the breach(es) of ethics (omitting
names or institutions?

13. Have you ever testified in court ? Yes_ No_. (If "No", skip to question
#15.)
14. How many times and what types of cases ?

15. If you were AWARE of a Forensic Anthropologist who testified in court on
issues that could not be substantiated by the available evidence, how would you
react and/or what action would you take?
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16. In a similar situation, if you were ASKED or pressured by an attorney or
investigator to testify about claims which could not be substantiated by the
available evidence, what would you do?

17. Have you ever been pressured by an outside source (investigator, attorney, etc.) to
tailor, modify, or otherwise alter your scientific analysis or courtroom testimony?
Yes_ No_ (If "No", skip to question #19.)

18. What were the circumstances surrounding such pressure?

19. Are you familiar with the policy of the American Board of Forensic
Anthropology in dealing with ethics? Yes_ No_.
20. Do you think the A.B.F.A. is taking the proper steps in dealing with ethical
issues?
Yes_ No_ Don't Know_. (If "Yes"or"Don't Know", skip to question
•
#22.)

21. Briefly explain why you think the A.B.F.A. is not dealing with such issues
properly:

22. Likewise, are you familiar with the policy of the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences in dealing with ethical issues? Yes_ No_.
23. Do you think the A.A.F.S. is taking the proper steps in dealing with ethical
issues?

Yes_ No_ Don't Know_. (If "Yes"or"Don't Know", skip to question
#25.)
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24. Briefly explain why you think the A.A.F.S. is not dealing with such issues
properly:

25. In your opinion, what is the number one ethical problem or dilemma now faced
by Forensic Anthropologists?

26. What question(s) concerning ethics (or more specifically the breach of) in
Forensic Anthropology haven't I asked that you may feel is(are) pertinent to my
topic, and how would you approach these questions?

Once again, thank you for both your time and insight!
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